
 
 

 

 

EMPOWER REPORTS ON WOMEN IN MALAYSIA’S PARLIAMENT 

First Session, 13th Parliament 

 

Thirty percent female participation in Parliament is still an elusive goal. Only 23 of 222 Malaysian MPs are 

women. To learn the impact of this small group has on the style and content of decisions [1] Empower 

examined the questions for oral answer female MPs asked during the First Session of the 13thParliament. 

Each question was put in a single category to facilitate analysis. In these reports we identify the major topics 

and themes that we observed. 

 

Reporting on the questions is only a beginning to learning about women’s political voice. The questions 

indicate what the women are asking, and not asking, on the floor of Parliament. They do not indicate the 

intensity behind the questions or other actions a parliamentary may take to advance her agenda. They do not 

indicate whether a question was clearly answered or avoided or if answer was followed up by action.   The 

questions included in the reports may be used to draw a profile of individual MPs: the topics they address and 

the types of information they seek. They may also be used in conjunction with the Hansard[2] to identify the 

answers, their adequacy, and the responsiveness of the ministers. The linking of questions to the Hansard is 

tedious and beyond Empower’s resources.  Ideally other researchers will use the questions to study the 

answers in depth. 

 

The first report is on women’s issues, including: participation in decision making, availability of childcare, 

employment discrimination, violence against women, and marriage and divorce laws. Future reports will 

study the questions about 

 Economic Development 
 Environment 

 Crime 
 Education and Youth 

 Health 
 Government: Its organization and spending 

The report on women’s issues includes the questions asked by male MPs. The other reports will only examine 

the questions asked by women. 

 

[1] Paraphrase of ” Research demonstrates that if women’s participation reaches 30 to 35 per cent (generally termed a “critical m ass”), there is a 

real impact on political style and the content of decisions, and political life is revitalized” from “Summary”  General recommendations made by 

the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against 

Women athttp://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/recommendations/recomm.htm (Accessed 6/1/13) 

[2] The Hansard is the official minutes of Parliament. They are in Bahasa Malayasia and posted at http://www.parlimen.gov.my/ as are the 

Questions for Oral Answer. The Empower study was based on the English translations of the questions.  

http://euc.empowermalaysia.org/Users/suaram/Documents/Downloads/Project%20Description.docx#_ftn1
http://euc.empowermalaysia.org/Users/suaram/Documents/Downloads/Project%20Description.docx#_ftn2
http://euc.empowermalaysia.org/Users/suaram/Documents/Downloads/Project%20Description.docx#_ftnref1
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/recommendations/recomm.htm
http://euc.empowermalaysia.org/Users/suaram/Documents/Downloads/Project%20Description.docx#_ftnref2
http://www.parlimen.gov.my/
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Women’s Issues and the First Session of Malaysia’s 13th Parliament 

 

What do female MPs ask Malaysia’s ministers about women’s issues? Are their questions 

different than the male MPs? To answer these questions we identified questions about 

women’s issues that all MPs asked during the first session of the 13th Parliament. We 

examined and compared the 77 questions asked by MPs: 52 asked by women and 26 by 

men. For each question we identified its topics, the MP’s political coalition (BN and PR), 

the ministry addressed, and the information asked for. 

 

We found 

 Women and men asked about different topics 

o 31% of women’s questions were about work; other common topics were 

violence against women (19%), woman and democratic participation 

(17%) women and the law (17%) 

o 38% of the men’s questions  asked about single mothers and baby dumping 

o 27% of the men confined their questions to specific states, constituencies 

or cases; no woman did  

 Most questions were asked of the Minister of Women, Family and Community 

Development 

o 70% of women’s questions addressed the Ministry, 13% addressed the 

Prime Minister 

o 58% of men’s questions addressed the Ministry; 15% addressed Home 

Affairs 

 Women members of PR asked more questions than BN women; male members of 

BN asked more questions than PR men 

 Women and men MPs asked for data, followed by asking what a ministry was doing 

about an issue.  Few (8) questions asked about the results of analysis; three 

women’s questions asked about program monitoring, key success factors, and 

program achievement. Five men’s questions asked about identifying causes, the 

readiness and negative effects of a policy, and the adequacy of resources 

(personnel).  

 

We examined all questions asked by women MPs. Questions that directly applied to 

women were identified as women’s issues. We placed each question in only one topic, 

occasionally another topic seemed as appropriate. (Annexes 1 and 2 contain the 



                    

questions asked respectively by female and male MPs.) More detailed findings about 

the women’s questions follow. 

 

Malaysia’s 231 Women MPs Questions about Women’s Issues 

Question Topics 

Women in Political and Public Life (9 questions): The Minister of Women, Children, 

and Community Development was asked about  

 Plans to increase the number of women elected to Parliament and the state 

assemblies 

 Plans to increase women in corporations’ top management positions.  

 Actions to give women’s issues priority in the Government Transformation 

Programme (GTP).  

 Data collected on women and children and the measures taken in response to the 

data  

The Minister of Finance was asked if the Ministry planned to implement gender 

responsive budgeting in the 2014 budget (it didn’t).  

 

Women and Work (16 questions): Again most questions were directed to the Minister 

of Women, Children, and Community Development. Questions focused on women 

entrepreneurs and the availability of child care. BN MPs asked what the government was 

dong to support women entrepreneurs and help full-time homemakers generate income. 

They asked for evidence that these programs were being monitored and effective. Both 

BN and PR MPs asked for statistics on the number of child care centres and indicators of 

their quality. The Minister of Human of Resources was asked about employer 

discrimination against women graduates, women who wear a hijab or women who are 

pregnant. 

 

Single Mothers (7 questions): The only questions about women and welfare were about 

single mothers. MPs asked who was responsible for registering single mothers, the 

number of single mothers in the individual states, and the types and amount of assistance.  

  

Violence Against Women (10 questions): All the questions about domestic violence and 

child about abuse asked for data. In addition the ministers were asked to state 

 Steps being taken to prevent domestic violence 

 How domestic violence cases were resolved and what sentences were given (asked 

of Minister of Home Affairs) 

 The disposition of Interim Protective Orders, including arrests for violating them  

 If the Penal Code would be amended to include marital rape (asked of Prime 

Minister) 

                                                                 
1
 
1
 Of the 23 women MPs 6 are either Ministers or Deputy Ministers and do not ask “Questions for Oral 

Answers.” The questions reflect the questions asked by 8 BN Ministers and 9 PR M inisters 



                    

 Steps to protect girls from statutory rape and disallowing  lighter sentences for 

statutory rape 

 Follow up on report about the abuse of Penan women 

 Actions to assist local women victims of human trafficking.  

 

Women and Law: (9 questions) Marriage and divorce received the most attention (6 

questions). The Prime Minister was asked about Islamic issues: government policies on 

underage marriages and divorces handled by lawyers although decision could be made by 

kadhi. A DAP MP asked whether a child born of a single mother would have problems 

getting an IC. PKR MPs asked for details of ASEAN actions to protect the rights of women 

and children and the status of an overdue report required under CEDAW   

 

Women and Health (1 questions) The only question asked about rebates for women 

who get gynecological special insurance and HPV vaccine. 

 

The Questions: MPs and Ministers 

Both BN and PR women asked questions about women’s issues. PR women asking more 

questions than BN women, 31 and 21 questions respectively (see Figure 1). On some 

topics members of a party asked similar questions, perhaps to get a minister’s attention. 

BN women asked the importance placed on women’s issues, the support for women 

entrepreneurs, and plans to educate the public about violence against women. PR women 

asked about the availability of child care, the amount and type of assistance to single 

mothers, government actions in response to incidents of sexual violence, under-age 

marriage and statutory rape, and information on international agreements. Zuraida  binti  

Kamaruddin, PKR  MP from Ampang, asked 11 questions of the 31 PR questions, and 

Noraini Ahmad, the UMNO MP from Parit Sulong asked 8 of the 21 questions women from 

BN.  

Figure 1 

Topics of questions on women’s issues asked by women MPs 

First session, 13th Parliament 

 



                    

 
 
 
Seven out of ten questions (37 questions) were directed to the Minister of Women, Family 
and Children. The three questions about job discrimination were asked of the Human 
Resources Minister. The Prime Minister was asked seven questions; about Islamic 
marriage and divorce (5 questions), if marital rape would be included in the penal code, 
and the appointment of a special advisor. Other ministers addressed were Finance (1 
question), Communications (1 question) and Home Affairs (1 question) 

 
Information Requested 

The MPs asked: what a ministry was planning to do (Plan), what actions it had taken 
(Action), for statistics or numbers (Data), or evidence of analysis (Analysis); Types of 
analysis included: identifying causes;  program monitoring; determining need, readiness, 
potential problems, adequacy of a policy; or measuring impact. The questioning asking 
the Prime Minister to justify an appointment was not included here. To add to Figure 2’s 
clarity, Data included questions also had a request for information on 

o Plans for future action (1 law question) 
o What a ministry was doing (2 law questions, 4 violence against women 

question, 2 single mother questions, 1 work question, 1 participation and 
public life question) 

 
Figure 2 shows that the information sought varied by issue. The MPs asked for data and 
information on what was being done about laws affecting women, violence against 
women, and women and work. They asked about a ministry’s plans to address women’s 
issues and the needs of single mothers. Only three questions asked for evidence of a 
program’s achievements. 
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Figure 2 

Topic of Questions and Information Requested 

 

 
 

Malaysia’s Male MPs Questions about Women’s Issue 

To identify questions male MPs’ asked about women’s issues each day’s order of business 

was searched for the words “women,” “female,” and “mother.”  

Question Topics 

Women and Work (5 questions): The men’s questions contrasted sharply from the 
women’s questions.  Two MPs asked if policy planning included analysis to determine: the 
government’s readiness to reach a goal of 30 percent women in the police force,  the 
negative impact of requiring National Service trainees to be tested for pregnancy. Other 
questions covered 

 Steps to reach 30 percent female participation in various sectors in Labuan, Sabah, 
and Sarawak 

 Reaction to suggestions to increase maternity leave to 90 days 
 Activities to improve the standard of living of women working in the professional 

sector 
 
Women and Welfare - Single Mothers (6 questions) and Baby Dumping (4 
questions): Again the men’s focus was different from the women’s. The men were more 
likely include persons with disabilities or the elderly in their questions about assistance  
to single mothers. One intrepid MP asked the same question about assistance to single 
mothers in Puchong twice. Other concerns were 

 Plans to standardize assistance between Peninsular Malaysia and East Malaysia 

 Exemption of JPJ summons over 7 years in arrears for single mothers, the elderly 
and persons with disabilities 

 Plans to create one stop assistance and counseling centres for single mothers  
 
The four questions about baby dumping were unexpected; no women MP mentioned 
baby dumping.  The questions were asked by MPs, from UMNO (2), DAP, SDPD, 
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representing Kedah, Perak, Sarawak, and Selangor. The MPs asked about root causes, the 
number of cases, actions taken, and outreach to youths,  
Violence Against Women (3 questions): One question asked about the causes of 
domestic violence and steps taken to reduce it. Both question on statutory rape linked 
statutory rape and marriage: one asked about a specific case and the other asked about 
cases in Sabah 
 
Women and Health (3 questions): The three questions addressed specific concerns:  

 Whether the number of female doctors was adequate to meet the demands of 
female patients 

 Was there a trend in government hospitals to perform unneeded Caesarian 
surgery 

 Would a mother and child clinic be opened in Miri 
 
Women and Law (4 questions): Three questions were addressed to the Minister of 
Home Affairs. The questions asked about 

 Underage marriage (one question addressed to Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development and the other to Minister of Home Affairs) 

 Late registration marriages to foreign wives in a district of Sarawak 

 Citizenship for (a) older, long term residents of Malaysia, (b) children with one 
Malaysian parent 

 
Women and Culture (2 questions): The Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development was asked about steps to stop the growth of LBGT “culture” The Prime 
Minister was asked about efforts to protect women who had converted to Islam and were 
shunned by their families. 
 

The Questions: MPs and Ministers 

As seen in Figure 3 differences in the numbers of questions asked by BN and PR men were 

slight, ranging from 0 to 3. BN men were most likely to ask about the impact of a goal of 

30 percent female participation, baby dumping, and specific cases of statutory rape and 

marriage. PR men were most likely to ask about assistance to single mothers and 

underage marriage. 

 

Figure 3 

Topics of questions on women’s issues asked by male MPs 

First session, 13th Parliament 



                    

 
 
Fifteen questions were directed to the Minister of Women, Family and Children. The 
Minister of Home Affairs was asked about increasing women’s participation in the police 
force, citizenship, and prohibition of child marriages Other ministers who were addressed 
were: The Prime Minister (1 question), Defense (1 question), Health (3 questions), 
Human Resources (1 question), and Transport (1 question) 
 

Information Requested 
The male MPs asked: what a ministry was planning to do, what actions it had taken, for 
data or evidence of analysis To add to Figure’s 4 clarity questions that asked for more 
than one type of information were handled as follows: 

 Included as “Action” questions  that asked both what was done and what was 
planned  (1 question about women and work, single mother, women and law) 

 Included as “Data” questions that included a request for information on 
o Plans for future action (2 single mothers, 2 baby dumping) 
o What Ministry was doing (2 single mother questions) 

 
Table 4 shows that information requested varied by issue. For example, 

 80% of questions about women and work asked for data or information on 
government actions 

 83%  of questions about single mother asked for data 
 75% of questions on baby dumping asked for data or analysis 
 50% of questions about law affecting women about a ministry’s plans 

 
Figure 4 

Topic of Questions and Information Requested by Male MPs 
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Conclusion 
 

In this modest study we learned: what female MPs ask Malaysia’s ministers about 

women’s issues, and how their differ from those of male MPs. Women asked topics 

included in the Women’s Agenda for Change: women and participatory democracy, culture 

and religion (included as work or law questions), violence against women, health services 

(only one question), the law, and work. They did not ask about women and development, 

AIDS, the environment or sexuality Male MPs did not ask about participatory democracy, 

The men’s questions tended to be specific Most questions were asked of the Minister of 

Women, Family and Community Development (68%). The Prime Minister was asked nine 

percent of the questions and the Minister of Home Affairs was asked six percent. 

The next step would be to examine the Hansard to see how the ministries varied in their 

answers. What ministries were the most responsive? What types of questions were 

answered fully? What types were ignored? Unfortunately such a study is beyond our 

resources 

Annex I 
Questions asked by Women MPs about Women’s Issues 

 
Women and Participatory Democracy 

Political Representation 
State ministry’s action plan to ensure increase in number of women representatives in 

State Assembly and the House of Representatives asked of Minister of Women, Family and 

Community Development on 27 June by PAS MP 

 

Women in decision-making roles 

State that the government has implemented Programme Director of Women for the 

purpose to achieve objective to have at least 30% of women in the decision-making level:  

(a) latest developments for that programme; and (b) whether Government feels this 
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programme is capable and able to continue in the future in order to achieve those 

objectives asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 3 

December by UMNO MP 

State:(a) new programmes that will be launched by Ministry that aims to empower 
women in social aspect; and (b) new measures that will be taken by the Ministry to 
respond to the Prime Minister's call to increase participation of female in the corporate 
sector at the top management level and hierarchy of the corporate sector asked of 
Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 4 December by UMNO MP 
 
Identifying and attending to women’s concerns  
State whether Ministry will implement Gender Responsive Budget (GRB) in consideration 
of 2014 Budget, which will be tabled in coming session asked of the Minister of Finance 
on 23 September by PKR MP 
 
State new approaches and review to be carried out by Ministry to ensure that in the post-

election era, the interests and the rights of women are given priority in Government 

Transformation Programme (GTP) asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community 

Development on 23 September by a UMNO MP 

 

State statistics and data collected by Ministry regarding issues affecting women and 

families in the period from 2008 to 2013, and measures taken to address identified issues 

during this period asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 

23 September by a UMNO MP 

State role, involvement and initiatives of Ministry in cultivating importance and women's 
issues during the development policies of the Government Transformation Programme 
(GTP) before GE-13 asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 
26 September by a UMNO MP 
 
State number of active women NGOs nationwide by fields, and allocations spent on each  

of them from 2000 to 2013 asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community 

Development on 24 September by a PAS MP 

Other 

State justification for appointment of Dato' Seri Shahrizat Abd. Jalil as Special Adviser to 

the Prime Minister with Minister status while the Government has appointed Minister of 

Women, Family and Community Development to do the same task asked of Prime Minister 

on 24 September by a PKR MP 

Women & Work 
Participation in the Labour Force 
State substantive steps taken by the Government to ensure an increase of the female 
labour force within the country’s labour market asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 18 July by PKR MP. 
 
Entrepreneurs and self employed women 



                    

State the Ministry's efforts to boost the achievement of women entrepreneurs in the 
country, particularly in the global market asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 1 October by a UMNO MP 
State percentage of women achievements in entrepreneurship through 1Azam 
programme, especially women in rural areas asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 12 November by a PBB MP 
 
State how the Ministry monitors the effectiveness of the programme, Get Malaysian 
Business Online (GMBO), especially the women entrepreneurs in the programme; and 
also the statistics of the before-and-after effects for the women entrepreneurs who 
participated in the programme. asked of Minister of Communications and Multi-media 
asked on 15 July by UMNO MP 
 
Show key factors for the success of 4,300 women entrepreneurs in achieving a monthly 
income of more than RM3500 under the 1Azam Niaga programme, and clarify whether 
women entrepreneurs who failed under the programme could be given another chance as 
their failures might be due to a wrong choice of business.asked of Minister of Women, 
Family and Community Development asked on 1 July by UMNO MP 
 
State the opportunities offered to full-time homemaker to generate income to increase 
their household income asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development asked on 5 December by UMNO MP 
 
Low Income Workers 
State whether Government intends to increase number of subsidy recipients to assist the 
working mothers from low-income families in carrying out their daily routine and the 
relevance of the Government's stance in this matter asked of Minister of Women, Family 
and Community Development asked on 13 November by PKR MP 
 
Child care 
State :(a) number of childcare centres registered in Malaysia and requirements needed to 
register as a childcare centre ; and (b) number of unregistered childcare centers and 
investigations done as well as the actions taken asked of asked of Minister of Women, 
Family and Community Development on 26 November by a DAP MP 
 
State (a) the statistics of setting up of kindergartens and nurseries in Government 
departments and agencies in the past two years and the number of civil servants’ children 
that have registered with these childcare centres; and (b) the modules used in these 
kindergartens and nurseries.asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development on 17 July by UMNO MP 
 
State number of Government agencies/departments that provide nursery for their staff  
and the number of private sectors that have this facility asked of Minister of Women, 
Family and Community Development on 7 November by a DAP MP 
 
State the number of childcare centres for infants and children in the workplace that have 
been implemented by the Government as a facility for Government servants nationwide 
asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 5 December by a 
PAS MP 



                    

 
State whether Government intends to increase number of childcare fee subsidy recipients 
to assist working mothers from low-income families in carrying out their daily routine 
and the relevance of the Government's stance in this matter of asked of Minister of 
Women, Family and Community Development on 13 November by a PAS MP 
 
Discriminatory practices 
State measures that have been / are / will be taken by Government to protect women 
wearing head scarf from discrimination by employers, who do not want to employ 
women wearing head scarf such as issue in Facebook of a woman who has uploaded her 
status of being disappointed after her application to work at a renowned boutique was 
repeatedly rejected on the ground that she is wearing head scarf asked of Minister of 
Human Resources on 30 October by a UMNO  
 
State the form of action against employers who refused to employ female employees who 
cover their aurat or who are pregnant even though they have fulfilled requirements of 
Minister of Human Resources on 4 December by a PAS MP 
 
State the measures taken by the Ministry to control gender discrimination towards 
female graduates when getting a job particularly in engineering sector asked of the 
Minister of Human Resources on 26 November by a UMNO MP. 
 
Domestic Helpers 
State number of foreign domestic helpers who are serving in the country according to 
their country of origin, and the breakdown in detail of fee (RM8,000) which was charged 
to employers for Indonesian domestic helpers asked of Minister of Human Resources on 
24 September by PAS MP  

Women & Welfare 
Single mothers 
State (a) the agency that is responsible to register and manage records of single mothers 
in this country; and (b) the types of assistance provided and channeled to this group and 
the amount of it for the past two years.asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 11 July by UMNO MP 
 
State number of single mothers, disabled (OKU) and senior citizens in Malaysia, including 
those registered and not registered with Social Welfare Department of asked on Minister 
of Women, Family and Community Development on 6 November by PKR MP  
 
State statistics of single mothers in Malaysia according to states and the achievement of a 
special programme to develop the economy and family identity among single mothers 
throughout the country asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development on 23 September by a PAS MP 
 
State:-(a) whether the Ministry has any plan to increase to a minimum of RM550 per 
month for the welfare aids and increase assistance for children/ single mothers as well as 
current RM100 for each child is inadequate, and (b) whether the Ministry has plans to 
provide welfare assistance to single mothers with children until the children are of 21 
years of age as at the age of 18, many are still schooling asked of Minister of Women, 
Family and Community Development on 29 October by DAP MP  



                    

 
State the number of single mothers registered in Sibu and Sarawak, the allocation 
approved since 2008, and when the Government will implement the Single Mother 
Insurance Scheme, as well as Public Housing Project and Discount Card for single mothers 
as proposed during the 13th General Election asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 17 July by a DAP MP 
 
State whether Government intends to create a special plan for protection and health of 
low-income single mothers asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development on 1 October by PKR MP  
 
State the way for the Ministry able to ensure fate of single mothers are safeguard during 
the period of divorce which is unknown by religious office. Whether Religious Office 
proposes to take lawyers to settle the case while the case can be decided by kadhi asked 
of Prime Minister on 26 September by a UMNO MP 
 

Violence Against Women 
Domestic Violence and child abuse 
State the number of cases of domestic violence and child abuse that have occurred since 
2008, and steps taken by the Government to address the problem asked of Minister of 
Women, Family and Community Development asked on 27 June by DAP MP 
 
State number of domestic violence cases reported since 2010 until now, cases 
investigated and suspects accused, and breakdown of sentence passed asked of Minister 
of Home Affairs on 23 September by PKR MP 
 
State in detail :-(a) frequency and number of domestic violence since 2002 until 2012; 
and (b) measures taken to overcome it asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 7 November by a PKR MP 
 
State the number of child and woman abuse cases for the past 6 months, what are the 
measures and actions taken by the Ministry to educate the society so that cases involving 
women and children can be prevented asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 23 October by a UMNO 
 
State number of women and child abuse cases for the last 6 months and steps and 
measures by the Ministry in order to educate the public so  that cases involving women 
and children can be avoided asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development on 5 December by a UMNO MP 
 
State number of applications for Interim Protection Order (IPO) approved and rejected by 
Magistrate from 1 January 2010 until 31 July 2013 by state and the suspects arrested for  
violating IPOs asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 2 
October by a PKR MP 
 
Marital Rape 
State whether Section 375 of the Penal Code will be amended so that the act of a husband 
having sex with his wife while the wife is not willing or by force, is not excluded from the 
definition of rape asked of Prime Minister on 8 July by DAP MP 



                    

 
Statutory Rape 
State government’s guarantee on the safety of under-aged girls from statutory rape, that 

lighter sentences should not be granted again, as in the case of Noor Afizal Azizan. asked 

of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development asked on 16 July by PKR MP 

 

Penan women 
State the follow-up on Penan Report done by the Penan Support Group (PSG) in 2010 
asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 18 July by PKR MP. 
 
Human Trafficking 
State the actions and programmes undertaken by the Government to assist local women 
who are victims of human trafficking asked on the Home Minister on 29 October by a 
UMNO MP 
 

Women and Health 
State whether Government has plans to give tax rebates to women who take gynaecology 
special insurance and anti-human papillomavirus vaccine (HPV) in the move to increase 
rate of disease prevention among women asked on 3 December of Minister of Women, 
Family and Community Development on 3 December by a PKR MP 
 

Women and Law 
Marriage, Divorce, and Islam 
State the government’s policy on the marriage of a Muslim girl under the age of 13 who 

has attained discerning age (mumayiz). Is it not valid according to Islamic law, even if this 

problem is seen as an offence under Criminal Law of Malaysia asked of Prime Minister on 

16 July by UMNO MP 

 

State whether the Government intends to review Syariah Court laws to tighten rules 

regarding underage marriage. –asked of Prime Minister on 10 July by PKR MP 

 

State number of pending divorce applications and are then referred to lawyers although 

decision can be made by the kadhi asked of Prime Minister on 24 September by UMNO 

MP 

Marriage and divorce 

State (a) the statistics of divorce by year (5 years: 2008-2013) for marriage lasting less 

than 3 years; and (b) what are the short-term and long-term plans to overcome the 

problem of divorce asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 

17 July by a UMNO 

State number of marriages involving citizens who have not attained age of 16 asked of 

Minister of Home Affairs on 30 October by DAP MP  

State latest number of divorce cases in country by ethnicity and household income; and 
measures taken to address high divorce rate particularly among Muslim couples it asked 
of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 2 December by a PKR MP 

http://hornbillunleashed.files.wordpress.com/2010/07/penan-report_web.pdf


                    

 
Citizenship/IC issues 
State:-(a) the number of single mothers in each state and in Sibu; and (b) whether the 
child of a single mother has difficulty when applying for identification card when they 
reach the age of 12 years old asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development on 28 October by DAP MP  
 
International agreements 
State(a) outcome of the discussion from The ASEAN Commission on Promotion and 
Protection of the Rights of Women and Children (ACWC) held on the 22nd to 24th July 
201 3and (b) in detail the new declaration on the prevention of violence against women 
and children which will be signed in October asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 24 September by a PKR MP 

State status of the combined third and fourth periodic report of CEDAW (Convention on 
the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women) by the government, which 
should have sent to CEDAW Committee in 2008. If it has yet to be submitted, when will it 
be 2013 asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 25 

September by a PKR MP 

  



                    

Annex 2 

Questions asked by Male MPs about Women’s Issues 
 

Women & Work 
Participation in the Labour Force 
State the Government's readiness to increase the intake of policewomen to 30% as the 
current figure is only 10.4% or 11,523 of policewomen of various ranks nationwide asked 
on the Minister of Home Affairs on 11 November by a UMNO MP. 
 
State the efforts made by the Government to allocate the quota of 30 percent 
participation of women in various sectors for qualified women in Labuan, Sabah and 
Sarawak asked of the Minister of Women, Family and Community Development by a 
UMNO MP 
 
State the measures taken and to be taken to assist women in professional sector to 
improve their standard of living in the country. What are the types of assistance given for 
improving the women's standard of living in the country. What are the career assistance 
provided by the Government for women asked of the Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 23 October by a DAP MP 
 
Whether the ministry has identified the negative effects that will arise with the 
requirement for women trainees to undergo pregnancy testing and whether the ministry 
is willing to listen to women NGOs to cancel its implementation asked of the Minister of 
Defense on 2 October by a DAP MP 
 
State regarding the suggestion for maternity leave to be increased to 90 days and 
amendment to increase the number of births by women workers as stipulated in 
Employment Act 1955 should be done asked of the Minister of Human Resources on 11 
July by a PKR MP 

 
Women & Welfare 

Single mothers 
State the number of single mothers who have registered with the Ministry and whether 
the Ministry intends to set up one stop centres for single mothers to provide them aids 
and counselling service Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 3 
October by a UMNO MP 
 
State the number of persons with disabilities (OKU) and single mothers who are receiving 
assistance from the Welfare Department in 2011, 2012 and 2013 according to race in  
Peninsula Malaysia asked of the Minister of Women, Family and Community Development 
on 11 November by a DAP MP 
 
State (a) the form of welfare aid given to the poor, single mother, senior citizen, people 
with disability and whether the Ministry's plan to standardize the aid in Peninsular 
Malaysia, Sabah and Sarawak; and (b) if the Ministry has no such plan, when and how 
much time needed for the Ministry to standardize the aid given in Peninsular Malaysia, 
Sabah and Sarawak asked of the Minister of Women, Family and Community 

Development on 3 July by a SPDP MP 



                    

State the total number of JPJ summonses in arrears and whether the summonses will be 
handed over to a third party for lawsuits. Whether summonses in arrears of more than 7 
years and summonses for the elderly, single mothers and the disabled will be exempted 
asked of the Minister of Transport on 23 September by a DAP MP 
 
State whether the ministry has any statistics of single mothers in the Puchong 
constituency and the steps taken by the ministry to assist these single mothers who 
usually cannot work due to the need to care for their children asked of Minister of 
Women, Family and Community Development on 25 September and  2 December by DAP 
MP. 
 
Baby Dumping 
State the number of baby dumping cases from 2009 to 2013. The firm and effective 
measures taken by the Ministry to tackle this problem asked of the Minister of Women, 
Family and Community Development on 23 September by a DAP MP  
 
State whether there is any scientific or scholarly research ever conducted by the Ministry 
to identify the root causes that contribute to the the growing number of baby dumping 
cases among teenagers asked of the Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development on 26 September by a UMNO MP 
 
State (a) the number of cases reported to the Ministry regarding babies being dumped 
and rescued by the community especially in Sarawak; and (b) whether the Ministry 
intends to intensify the awareness regarding baby dumping asked of the Minister of 
Women, Family and Community Development  on 21 October by a SPDP MP 
 
State measures taken by the Ministry in the effort to help youths who are involved in 
social ills such as drugs and baby dumping to be accepted by the society asked of the 
Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 21 October by an UMNO MP 
 
 

Violence Against Women 
Domestic Violence and child abuse 
State the factors contributing to domestic violence and the effort done to reduce it asked 
of the Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 3 October by a PAS 
MP 
Statutory Rape 
State (a) the Ministry's view and action on the rape case involving an underage girl 
whereby the charge against the suspect was dropped because he married the girl after 
paying a sum of RM5,000; and (b) whether the existing law is adequate for protecting 
rape victims as such asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development 
on 9 July by a UPKO MP 
 
State measures taken to ensure that cases of rape and marriage of underage girls in Saba h 
will not happen again asked of the Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development on 26 June by Gerakan MP 
 

Women and Health 



                    

State the number of female doctors as compared to the male doctors. Whether it is 
adequate to meet the need of patients, especially the women patients who seek the 
service of women doctors asked the Minister of Health on 23 October by PAS MP 
 
State whether the Ministry is conducting a study on the claim that there is a trend in the 
Government hospital that more mothers are delivering through surgery (caesarean) even 
through the method is unnecessary because mothers are able to deliver normally asked 
on the Minister of Health on 1 October by PBB MP. 
 
State (a) commencement date of the construction of polyclinics in Niah and Bekenu areas 
as promised by the Minister before, and whether there is a plan to post a Medical Officer 
grade U41 in Bekenu; and (b) the development of the opening of mother and child clinic 
in Taman Tunku and the placement of dialysis machine in Batu Niah asked of Minister of 
Health on 16 July by PBB MP 
 
 

Women and Law 
Marriage and divorce 

State whether the Government plans to formulate laws to prohibit child marriages in 

accordance with the Government's obligations under the Convention on the Rights of the 

Child and Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 

(CEDAW). If so, when and if not, why asked of the Minister of Home Affairs on 15 July by a 

DAP MP. 

State the number of marriages of children under the age of 16 according to state, race, age 
and gender from 2002 until August 2013 asked of the Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 2 October by a DAP MP. 
 
Citizenship/IC /visa issues 
State (a) the Government's efforts to allow residents who have long settled in Malaysia 
especially those who are over the age of 60 to obtain citizenship status faster; and (b) the 
Government's action to facilitate the process to obtain citizenship for children whose 
father or mother has Malaysian citizenship asked of the Minister of Home Affairs by on 11 
July by a MCA MP 
 
State the measures that will be taken to overcome the problem of late registration for Sri 
Aman residents who are married to foreign women asked of the Minister of Home Affairs 
on 3 October by a PRS MP. 
 
Women and Culture 
State the measures taken by the Ministry to stop the culture of lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transsexual (LGBT) from growing among the younger generation including those at the 
Higher Learning Institutions Minister of Women, Family and Community Development 
asked on 1 July by a UMNO MP. 
 
State the Government's efforts to provide protection to new Muslim converts especially 
women when they are shunned by their families asked of the Prime Minister on 5 
December by an UMNO MP 
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EMPOWER REPORTS ON WOMEN IN MALAYSIA’S PARLIAMENT 
First Session, 13thParliament 

Economic Development 

 

During the first session of parliament the 23 women MPs asked about plans and actions 
that affect the nation’s economic wellbeing.  They asked questions about  

 Housing 
 Transportation 

 Labour 
 Cost of Living 
 Welfare 
 Tourism 

 Community and Business Development 

We examined 115 of these questions1 to learn more about the women’s concerns and to 
identify any political and regional differences in the topics addressed. (The questions are 

included in Annex 1.) 

Transportation and Housing: Improving Constituents’ Lives  

An important aspect of a MP’s job is to represent her constituents’ interests. She  may ask 
when a road will be built, an airport improved, or rural houses will receive electricity.  We 
separated the questions into two categories: “constituency,” questions referring to a 
specific constituency, “general” the remaining questions.  Figure 1 shows that East 
Malaysia MPs were advocates for their constituency and state. Of the 19 questions they 
asked only 3 were general questions. Norah Abdul Rahman (PBB, Tanjong Manis), who 
asked 5 of the 6 housing questions from East Malaysia, was its most vocal housing 
advocate.  All the non-ministerial MPs from Sabah and Sarawak advocated for road 
construction and repairs in their constituency. Peninsula MPs asked about road work in 
their constituencies, but otherwise they focused on national issues   

Other housing questions addressed housing prices and developer misconduct. Normala 
Abdul Samad (UMNO, Pasir Guding) was the advocate for the government to combat 
rising housing prices, which she attributed to lack of control. The three questions about 
developers, all from PR MPs, asked about abuses of the Land Acquisition Act, a developer 
who failed to pay taxes, and abandoned housing projects. A question about illegal gates in 

public housing areas was not placed in a specific category. 

                                                                 
1
 All the questions asked by women MPs were studied and divided into categories, e.g., women’s issues, 

education and youth, and crime. One hundred twelve (112) questions address economic development issues.  



                    

The questions about housing costs, utilities and maintenance, and developers primarily 
asked what a ministry was planning to do. A different concern was raised in questions 
about government housing schemes (My first house, Transit House Project, and One 
Malaysia People’s Housing (PRIMA)). That is, the MPs want to know how well a program 
was working. Zuraida Kamaruddin (PKR, Ampang) went one step further. She asked if the 
ministry has identified weakness that could be addressed. She asked about the 
availability of clean water and reliable electricity, she included a demand that the 
ministry supply a time frame when clean water and electricity would be available to all.  

 

 

Figure 1: Constituent and General Housing and Transportation Questions 

 
Incorporated into the category “roads” were questions about:  road taxes, tolls, and fines 
(3 questions) and accidents (5 questions). Air/train questions asked about travel routes, 
airport and MRT construction, and KTM fares.  The difference between BN and PR women 
was striking. Only Azalina Othman (Pengerang, UMNO) addressed topics other than road 
construction. She suggested (a) adjusting the road tax to help low and middle income 
people, (b) extending a 2012 KTM reduced fare to the LRT and (c) including road safety 
education as well as enforcement and proper maintenance to reduce public transport 
accidents. The questions of three other MPs stood out. Nurul Izzah Anwar (PKR, Lembah 
Pantai) and Teo Nie Ching (DAP Kulai) asked about project quality, cost, and contractors. 
Fuziah Salleh (PKR Kuantan) showed a flare for creative ideas. She asked about moving 
SPED to the Ministry of Transport and asked ”Why high-powered motorcycle do not have 
to pay toll even though it has a big CC and sometimes equivalent to a car?”  

Labour, Cost of Living, and Welfare: Increasing and Preserving income 

The questions about labour, cost of living and welfare all have a goal of bettering 
individuals’ financial resources or at least decreasing their financial burdens. 
Constituency interests that were predominate in the housing and transportation 
questions virtually disappeared. Both BN and PR MPs voiced similar themes about foreign 
workers, permanent civil service positions, and employee incentives. The MPs asked 
about  
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 Foreign workers penetration into the local job market (PAS and PKR MPs) 

 Their impact on local wages (PAS and UMNO MPs) 
 The progress in converting illegal immigrants to legal workers (PAS and DAP MPs) 

 
One MP advocated expanding the Home Managers Programme to reduce the dependency 
on foreign maids. 

Questions on government employment focused on the number of permanent positions 
and incentives for public safety employees. An UMNO MP and DAP MP asked the Prime 
Minister about increasing permanent positions in the Civil Service. The DAP MP 
suggested absorbing contract employees into permanent positions. The Armed Forces 
(PAS MP), fire and rescue workers (UMNO MP), and ex-servicemen (DAP MP) each had an 
advocate. One MP implied Armed Forces pay policies should be equivalent to the Police, 
and another suggested Fire and Rescue personnel salary and benefits should be 

equivalent to those of the Armed Forces and Police.  

The cost of living questions suggested different interests based on location or political 
coalition. A PBB MP wanted to know if the government’s price hike monitoring was 
effective, and an UMNO MP asked how the Consumer Squad differed from the earlier 
Price Monitor Volunteers. Petrol and diesel fuel prices received the most attention from 
East Malaysia’s DAP, PBB, and PBS MPs. MPs requested information on alternative fuels 
and how the government was going to address the impact on prices due to a decrease in 
the petrol subsidy. An UMNO MP suggested that purchasing priorities be given to 
fishermen, traders, and residents.  

Other increases in the cost of living mentioned were 

 Cost of water associated with new water meters (PKR MP and UMNO MP) 
 Cost of fertilizer (DAP MP) 
 Cost of emptying sludge from 'Pour Flush' type tank (DAP MP) 

Social welfare exists to help families in need. The MPs identified single mothers, people 
with disabilities, and old people as the groups most likely to need assistance. Seven 
questions that mentioned single mothers were included in Empower Reports on Women in 
Malaysia’s Parliament First Session, 13thParliament: Women’s Issues; we incorporated two 
of the questions that asked about income here. Four MPs, all from Sarawak, questioned 
the adequacy of the current level of support. Another MP asked what the government was 
doing to improve the welfare of Penan. Two MPs questioned the adequacy of old age 
homes to house and plans to help the hardcore, rural elderly. 

We created graphs to illustrate our observations about the interests of East Malaysia MPs 
and those on the Peninsula and BN and PR MPs. Figure 2 shows a striking difference 
between East Malaysian and Peninsula MPs. The East Malaysian MPs asked no questions 
about labour or increased prices of products other than fuel.  Figure 3 supports our 
observation that women from both coalitions addressed labour, cost of living and welfare 
issues. PR women were more likely to ask questions about these with the exception of 
fuel costs, where more of the questions came from BN women. 
 
Figure 2: Questions asked about Labour, Cost of Living and Welfare by MP Location 



                    

 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Questions asked about Labour, Cost of Living and Welfare by MP Coalition 

 
 

Tourism and Community Development:  Building Sustainable Communities 

Tourism and Community Development should improve the overall economic health of a 
community. Tourism is perhaps viewed as the easiest road toward becoming a vibrant, 
wealth community. Six MPs (3 BN and 3 PR) identified areas for tourist development. 
They suggested why an area should be developed, and recommended an action a ministry 
could take.  
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 Pulau Aman  

 Sabah  
 Sarawak (promote growth of homestay industry) 

 Sungai Linggi, Tanah Merah (eco-tourism) 

The MPs noted that Sabah and Sungai Linggi had eco-tourism potential, that the 
Agricultural Park and Pulau Aman had been neglected.  MPs went beyond the interests of 
their constituency to ask about plans for Visit Malaysia 2014 and increasing tourism in 

Malaysia.  

Other economic development questions implied how a ministry could contribute to the 
economic well-being of the community or the nation. The questions asked about 
community development (7 questions), infrastructure (2 questions), and business 
development (7 questions). BN women asked all 16 questions. As Table 5 shows women 
from Sabah and Sarawak tended to ask about activities that would directly benefit their 
constituencies.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Community & Economic Development questions addressing constituency or 
general issues 

 

The MPs asked about specific programs and suggested strategies to facilitate community 
development including the Urban and Rural Transfer Centres, promoting cooperatives, 
and acting on a promise to construct a market and steps to prevent a mall from becoming 
a “white elephant.” The most specific question asked about the number of existing urban 
and rural transformation centers and services provided.  
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Mas Ermieyati Samsudin (Masjid Tanah UMNO) asked what the government was doing to 
expand the use of local products. Then she followed up by asking what was being done to 
keep Malaysian-made vehicles competitive and protect bumiputra car vendors. The MPs 
asked about support for the oil palm and timber industries, fishermen (2 questions) and 

enforcement of Halal certification of gelatin capsules. 

Observations about Economic Development Questions 

In examining these questions we have learned what issues the women MPs addressed. 
They focused on housing programmes, housing quality, road construction, foreign labour , 
and the rising cost of fossil fuels. A few questions, such as the questions about safety on 
public buses were generated by current events. With few exceptions the questions asked 
what a ministry planned to do or what progress it was making. MPs seldom asked for data 
or evidence of success. The exceptions were housing programmes and accidents where 
the MPs wanted statistics. 

As we noted addressing constituent needs is an important part of an MP’s job. As Figure 5 
shows MPs asked about transportation, housing, and tourism programmes and services 
to benefit their constituents. Virtually none of the questions about labour, cost of living or 

welfare focused directly on constituent issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Economic Development Questions Addressing Constituency and General 
Concerns 



                    

 

MPs from both East Malaysia and the Peninsula focused on basic economic needs, that is, 

transportation and housing. Peninsula MPs asked all the questions about labour. Figure 6 

shows the differences in the topics addressed by BN and PR female MPs. For the most 

part the differences are not striking. BN women asked more questions about housing, cost 

of living, tourism, and community and business development. PR women asked more 

questions about transportation, labour, and welfare. 

Figure 6: Economic Development Questions by MPs’ Political Coalition  
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Annex I 
Economic Development – 13th Malaysian Parliament 1st Session 

 
Housing 

Housing Costs 
State how Ministry controls the price of houses set by developers as it is seen as having 
no direct control asked of Minister of Urban Well Being on 26 June by Normala Abdul 
Samad UMNO 
 
State steps taken by the Ministry to ensure house prices do not continue to escalate asked 
of Minister of Urban Well Being on 30 September by Normala Abdul Samad UMNO,  
 
State (a) the reason for the soaring prices of houses at the outskirt area to the point 
houses of some outskirt housing areas are higher than those in the cities; and  (b) 
whether the Government intends to implement the 1Malaysia People’s Housing project in 
Kota Samarahan asked of Minister of Urban Well Being on 3 October by Rubiah Wang PBB 
 
State plan to ensure that house prices do not continue to soar due to lack of control. 
Minister of Urban Well Being on 2 October by Normala Abdul Samad UMNO 
 
Utilities and Maintenance 
Whether Ministry could set up a fund to help people from the low income group who 

cannot afford to pay for electric to be connected to the private village houses, houses for 

the hardcore poor (PPRT), PBR houses and longhouses in Sarawak asked of Minister of 

Rural and Regional Development on 27 June Norah Abd Rahman PBB 

 
State when the water and electric supply for Bukit Kinyau Village, Tanjong Manis will 
begin as the project has already been approved in the 9th Malaysia Plan asked of Minister 
of Rural and Regional Development on 17 July by Norah Abd Rahman PBB 
 
When will rural electricity aid approved since 9th Malaysia Plan be initiated for 47 houses 
from Melayu Rejang Village & Rumah Iban, Semalau.asked of Minister of Rural and 
Regional Development on 11 July by Norah Abd Rahman PBB 
 

State whether Ministry will give special consideration to assist in electricity connection 
for houses or longhouses where there are Persons with Disabilities (PWDs) or sick people 
who need the electricity for their medical devices asked of Minister of Rural and Regional 
Development on 20 November Norah Abd Rahman PBB 



                    

 
State the status of the application for street light project in rural areas particularly in Kota 
Samarahan constituency asked of the Minister of Rural and Regional Development on 3 
October by Rubiah Wang PBB 
 
State number of houses that are still without clean water and electricity supply for 24 
hours in rural areas throughout the country and the time frame required to supply clean  
water and electricity to all asked of the Minister of Rural and Regional Development on 
27 October by Zuraida  
 
State whether Government intends to put building maintenance operation of low cost 
apartment under Ministry as many Joint Management Bodies (JMB) have failed in 
carrying out the operations asked of the Minister of Urban  
Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government  on 1 October by Zuraida Kamaruddin PKR 
 
Support Programs 

Current number of participants of Special Funding Scheme to purchase PPR-MTEN and 

PA-DBKL units and the number of those who fail to pay the loan. Please state the total 

offers rejected and the reasons given asked of Minister of Federal Territories on 3 July by 

Nurul Izzah Anwar PKR 

 
State whether the Government will consider to build or repair houses own by elderly who 
cannot afford it and do not have children since their houses are in disrepair and in a very 
dangerous condition asked of Minister of Rural and Regional Development on 3 
December by Norah Abd Rahman PBB 
 
State when RMM housing will be built the Pasir Gudang Parliamentary constituency as 
most of constituents of Pasir Gudang are low-income earners and housing issue is a 
pressing matter asked of Minister of Finance on 2 October by Normala Abdul Samad 
UMNO 
 
State number of houses for the poor that have been built and repaired including 
resettlement project that has been and will be implemented in Rantau Panjang 
constituency and throughout Kelantan asked of the Minister of Rantau Panjang on 31 
October by Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff PAS 
 
Housing Programmes 
State whether the Government could provide more assistance to PPR and PBR housing in 
Tanjung Manis constituency since many people have been waiting for quite a long time to  
own a house and really need it asked of Minister of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local 
Government on 7 November by Noriah Abd Rahman 
 
State whether the Ministry plans to increase = number of Affordable Homes to be built 
under the 1Malaysia People's Housing (PR1MA) as Ministry had received 250,000 
applications in the first phase, while the number of houses planned until 2018 is 500,000 
units asked of Prime Minister on 12 November by Normala Abdul Samad UMNO 
 



                    

State:(a) total number of urban residents successfully purchase a home under various 
government initiatives - PR1MA, SPNB and National Housing Department beginning from 
January 2013 until now and overall related statistics in 2011 to 2012, respectively ; and 
(b) the latest statistics and percentage rates of urban residents who own their own homes 
compared to those who rent for each state or major cities in each State asked of the 
Minister of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government on 24 October by Azalina 
Othman UMNO 
 
State the number of buyer under the My First House Scheme since the scheme is 
introduced and the weaknesses identified that could be improved asked of the Minister of 
Finance on 3 October by Zuraida Kamaruddin PKR 
 
State number of households that has benefited from Transit House Project and the 
difference between project and transit house for single individuals asked of the Minister 
of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government on 26 November by Zuraida 
Kamaruddin PKR 
 
State number of government quarters under different ministries (e.g. PWD, MOE and 
others)   which are neither occupied nor maintained that end up damaged. The Ministry's 
policy on this matter asked of the Prime Minister on 30 October by Siti Mariah Mahmud 
PAS 
 
Developers 
State the current status of abandoned housing projects, and the action taken against  

developers who failed to deliver the house to the buyer. The implementation  level of the 

build and sell concept/policy of the housing industry in the country asked of the Minister 

of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government on 8 July by Siti Mariah Mahmud PAS 

State approach taken to help apartment owners who are unable to make  transfer of title 
because developer failed to pay taxes for ownership of land. Minister of Urban Wellbeing, 
Housing and Local Government on 3 December on 3 December by Teo Nie Ching DAP 
 
State (a) the procedure adopted in relocation of the residents of the 4-storey PKNS Flat of 
Kg. Kerinchi, where the site of their flats have been acquired for the benefit of private 
developers; and (b) comprehensive mechanism to prevent the abuse of Acts such as the 
Land Acquisition Act for the benefit of private developers asked of Minister of Federal 
Territories on 11 July by Nurul Izzah Anwar PKR 
 
  



                    

Unclassified 
Ministry's plan for tackling the breach of laws and regulations as the construction of 

illegal gates has become more common in many public housing areas due to the 

increasing crime rates asked of Minister of Urban WellBeing, Housing and Local 

Government on 17 July by Siti Mariah Mahmud PAS 

 

Transportation 
Changing Responsibilities 
State rationale for Land Public Transport Commission (SPAD) to be under purview of 
Prime Minister's Department; and whether Prime Minister is considering proposal to 
place SPAD under the Ministry of Transport to facilitate enforcement and handling of 
matters relating to the transportation system asked of Prime Minister on 8 July by Fuziah 
Salleh PKR 
 
The current status and Federal Government plan to take over Lanang Bridge proposed by 
Sarawak government representatives since Sibu-By Election in 2010 until the 13th 
General Election asked of Minister of Works asked on 3 July by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP  
 
Air  
Whether Government intends to operate international flights to Singapore, China, 
Indonesia, etc., from Sibu Airport as the Government had upgraded the airport last year 
asked of the Minister of Transport asked on 11 July by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP  
 
State  (a) the status of Air Traffic Modernization Program (ATMOP) for improving the air 
traffic control service of KLIA2 and the surrounding air space; and (b) the value of the 
project, list of the companies bidding for it and the reason ENAV S.P.A. was selected asked 
of the Minister of Transport on 17 July by Nurul Izzah Anwar PKR.  
 
State (a) actual opening date for KLIA2 and the name of contractors who ar e causing the 
delay; and (b) effect of the delay on MAHB profit including actual cost of the KLIA2, and 
when an independent auditor will carry out audit works for the whole of the project 
asked of the Minister of Transport on 26 June by Nurul Izzah Anwar PRK.  
 
State cost and components of work upgrading Sandakan Airport and the expected 
completion date  asked of the Minister of Transport on  31 October by Tsen Thau  Lin  PBS  
 
Trains 
State development progress of high-speed rail system linking Kuala Lumpur and 
Singapore; the construction cost, the contractor for this project, and the reason this 
contractor is selected asked of the Prime Minister asked by 19 November by Teo Nie 
Ching DAP.   
 
State (a) increased percentage of KTM commuter users since the fare was reduced by 
50% for all users regardless of age or income after the 2012 Budget; and (b) whether 
such discount could be extended to the LRT service and the soon-to-be operated MRT 
service as well as the bus services operated by Prasarana Negara Berhad as a move to 
ease the burden of urban dwellers asked of the Prime Minister on 31 October by Azalina 
Othman UMNO  



                    

 
State latest achievements by KTM to East Coast and across the country. Efforts taken to 
strengthen railway transport and problems faced until now asked of Prime Minister on 3 
December by Siti Zailah Mohd YusoffPAS  
 
State: (a) excavation process in Kuala Lumpur and level of unification between basement 
and alignment plans chosen by MRT Corp.; and (b) follow-up actions taken to address 
landslide incident as a result from the MRT project in Bukit Persekutuan area where the 
project is in progress asked of Minister of Finance on 3 December by Nurul Izzah Anwar 
PKR 
 
State compensation given to Hulu Langat MCA for the land acquisition process for the 
MRT project involving their building asked of Minister of Finance on 18 JulyTeo Nie Ching 
DAP  
 
  



                    

Taxes, Tolls, and Fine 
State whether there is any proposal that the road tax for lower class vehicles be exempted 
or limited to a nominal fixed-rate to help the low- and middle-income groups who rely on 
their own vehicles amid petrol subsidy cut asked of Minister of Transport on 21 
November  by Azalina Othman UMNO MP   
 
State why high-powered motorcycle do not have to pay toll even though it has a big CC 
and sometimes equivalent to a car asked on Minister of Works 12 November by by Fuziah 
Salleh PKR  
 
State number of summons and amount collected from AES summons issued. Since 
Government has decided that the AES summons were reduced to RM150, whether the 
Government will refund half of the fines paid by those who had paid the RM300 AES 
summons in full asked of  Minister of Transport on 22 October by Teresa Kok Sun Sim 
DAP 
 
Road Construction and Maintenance 
Steps taken by the Ministry to improve damaged road in Kuala Lumpur and the steps 
taken by the Ministry to speed up response time towards the damaged road in Kuala 
Lumpur asked of Minister of Federal Territories asked on 3 July by Teresa Kok Sun Sim 
DAP   
 
State Government's plan to upgrade the Pan Borneo federal road as stated in BN's 
manifesto during 13th GE, when will it be implemented and the approved allocation; and 
whether the Government is planning to build a road connecting Sibu to Kapi asked of 
Minister of Works on 4 July by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP  
 
Whether Ministry could allocate budget as soon as possible to Ladang Road in Bruit 
Island, Tanjung Manis which has been taken over by State Government. This is for the use 
of people from several villages to go to hospital and town and it has also become main 
road in Bruit Island starting from Kampung Penuai road to Sungai Nai ferry point asked of 
Minister of Rural and  Regional Development  on 3 July by Norah Abd Rahman  PBB  
 
State whether Ministry is aware of grouses of road users in  Sandakan from km54 Jalan 
Sandakan-Telupid to Sandakan Port in Batu Sapi who found that the roads cannot 
withstand traffic of heavy vehicles including palm oil tankers. These roads are always in 
bad conditions. What are actions taken to ensure that these roads are built and 
maintained properly asked of Minister of Works on 8 July by Tsen Thau Lin  PBS  
 
State measures taken by Ministry to improve bund roads (Agriculture Scheme) that are  
having land subsidence problem in Sarawak and whether the Ministry plans to  upgrade 
and resurface the bund roads built by Department of Irrigation and  Drainage at the area 
of Asajaya, Samarahan in which most of the roads are  sinking, allowing saltwater to 
overflow into plantation area causing flood asked of Minister of Agriculture on 11 July by 
Rubiah Wang PBB 
 
Whether Ministry can provide funds to build a paved road leading to Kampung Cina, 
Sungai Sian, Tanjong Manis and to widen and upgrade the road to the Chinese School in 



                    

Sungai Sian.asked of Minister of Rural and  Regional Development  on 15 July by Norah 
Abd Rahman PBB  
 
State whether the Government will provide funds to build a main road of 13km from 
Kampung Penuai to Sungai Nai Ferry Point, Pulai Bruit for the use of 10,000 people from 
10 villages to go to the city ask of Minister of Rural and Regional Development on 4 
December by Norah Abd Rahman PBB 
 
Construction of highway linking Kuala Krai to Kota Bharu as enshrined in the seven 
promises by BN to the people of Kelantan. When will all these promises be fulfilled asked 
of Minister of Works on 2 July by Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff PAS.  
 
State what are the problems encountered in the upgrading of Batu  Sapi Road project, 
which has long been implemented but not completed asked of Minister of Works on 3 
October by Tsen Thau Lin PBS 
 
State when project to upgrade CIQ area in Rantau Panjang will be implemented and the 
amount allocated for upgrading the roads in Rantau Panjang as well as the street lamps 
along the main road leading to the entry gate of Thailand asked of Minister of Home 
Affairs on 25 November by Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff PAS  
 
Accidents 
Ask number of accidents occurred at Pan Borneo Highway since 2008 and number of lives 
lost; and (b) whether Ministry has any plans to accelerate construction of the road as 
there have been too many accidents as well as measures to reduce the occurrence of 
accident on the Pan Borneo Highway asked of Minister of Works asked on 25 September 
by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP  
 
State the actions that will be taken towards the bus drivers who have a lot of summonses 
for dangerous driving asked of Prime Minister asked on 30 September by Nurul Izzah 
Anwar PKR 
 
State regarding accidents involving public transport, especially express and tourist buses 
that frequently occurs. What needed is not only the enforcement in terms of driver 
behavior and public vehicles maintenance but the road safety education approach which 
is wider and includes all walks of life asked of Prime Minister asked on 2 October by 
Azalina Othman UMNO  
 
State :-(a) the statistics of accidents involving motorcyclists and fatal accidents involving 
motorcyclists in each state in 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013; and (b) the 
number of motorcycle lanes in each state asked of Minister of Works asked on 21 October 
by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP  
 
State cause and number of deaths from road accidents according to type of accident, age 
and race as well as the Ministry's efforts to curb road accidents and bodies involved asked 
of Minister of Home Affairs on 24 October by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP  
 
Taxis 



                    

Action taken by government to tackle the influx of rental cars from Thailand (Roadthu) 
which are operating in our country, affecting the income of local taxi drivers asked of 
Minister of Transport on 23 September by Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff PAS 
 

 
Labour 

 
Impact of Foreign Labour 
State number of illegal immigrants who applied and who successfully registered as legal 
workers (PADI), outcome from the 6P programme and the number of those not successful 
and why asked of Minister of Home Affairs on 26 September by Siti Mariah Mahmud PAS 
 
State reason Malaysia is ready to receive 1.4 million new foreign workers from 
Bangladesh but failed to carry out amnesty programme for 669,335 illegal immigrants 
who have valid employer. The number of illegals who receive job offers from Outsourcing 
agents in their home country and Government's asked of Minister of Home Affairs on 24 
September by Teresa Kok Sun Sim DAP 
 
State Government’s action to overcome influx of immigrants who have penetrated job 
market, including agriculture, construction, hotel, restaurant, security guards, maids and 
others.Government’s plan to encourage the locals to dominate employment in all sectors 
nationwide in the future asked of Minister of Human Resources asked on 2 October by Siti 
Zailah Mohd Yusoff PAS  
 
State ratio of foreign workers to local workers employed in the 
production/manufacturing foreign workers asked of Minister of Human Resources on 28 
October  by Normala Abdul Samad UMNO 
 
State impact of minimum wage on local workers following foreign workers too enjoyed 
benefits due to minimum wage asked of Minister of Human Resources on 2 July by 
Normala Abdul Samad UMNO 
 
Mechanism in place to ensure there is no discrimination in salary rates of foreign workers 
and local workers asked of Minister of Human Resources asked on 15 July by Zuraida 
Kamaruddin  PKR 
 
State the effort to expand and improve Home Managers Programme as a measure to 
reduce the dependency on other countries like Indonesia to provide maid asked of the 
Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 4 December by Zuraida 
Kamaruddin PKR 
 
Government Employment 
State allowance rates to all Armed Forces personnel at all levels of employment including 
allowance for working overtime, allowances for patrolling the land, sea and airspace, and 
difference with the allowances enjoyed by Police personnel in the country asked of the 
Minister of Defence on 12 November by Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff PAS  
 
State reason for Fire and Rescue personnel do not get salary rate, allowances and 
incentives like the Armed Forces and Police even though their contributions and services 



                    

are equally important like Armed Forces and Police. Whether the Ministry will take any 
measures to increase emolument rate and other incentives to  improve the well-being of 
the Fire and Rescue Department asked of Minister of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local 
Government on 26 November by Azalina Othman  UMNO 
 
State the programmes and allocations provided for the welfare, pension, citizenship and 
work opportunities of exservicemen particularly in Sabah and Sarawak before and after 
1963 asked of Minister of Defence on 3 October by Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP 
 
State  (a) current total number of federal civil servant in country with a permanent job 
status; and (b) actions by the Government in overcoming demands of people who wants 
to serve Government despite limited placements asked of Prime Minister on 3 July by Mas 
Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO  

 
State his “people-centric" commitment through the absorption of 45,000 civil servants of 
contract status to permanent status before 31 December 2013 under the SPA as there are 
100,000 vacancies currently, that will assure the future of Malaysian asked of Prime 
Minister on 2 October by Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP   
 

Cost of Living 
Cost of Petrol and Diesel 
State (a) whether Government will further reduce petrol subsidy this year and also in 
2014; and (b) the Government's plan to ease the burden of the people following the 
subsidy cut which resulted in sudden hike of goods/ freight charges asked of Minister of 
Finance on 30 October by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP 
 
State amount and types of subsidies given to Malaysians and how Government intends to 
reduce burden of low-income people following fuel price hike on 2 September 2013.asked 
of Minister of Finance on 1 October by by Siti Mariah Mahmud PAS 
 
Whether Ministry can provide diesel fund or assistance for rural people who are using 
generator sets at home as many of them are old or cannot afford to buy diesel due to 
being jobless or without without a permanent job asked of Minister of Rural and Regional 
Development on 1 July by Norah Abd Rahman PBB 
 
State in view of the increasing price of petrol, to what extent is the success in terms of 
usage and effectiveness of palm oil, either new or used, as a substitute and alternative to 
petrol, diesel and gas asked of Minisster of Plntation Industries and Commodities on 22 
October by Norah Abd Rahman PBB  
 
State the approach to overcome the shortage of diesel in many places, including Kulai at 
the end of the month asked of the Minister of Domestic Trade, Co-Operative and 
Consumerism on 27 October by Teo Nie Ching DAP 
 
State steps taken to overcome the serious shortage of diesel in petrol station asked of the 
Minister of Domestic Trade, Co-Operative and Consumerism on 3 July by Tsen Thau Lin 
PBS  
 



                    

State a) what steps are taken to ensure that interruption of electricity supply which 
happened frequently in recent weeks is minimised; and (b) in view of high price of fossil 
fuels, what steps are taken to tap renewable energy, such as solar energy in Malaysia 
asked of Minister of Energy, Green Technology and Water on 16 July by Tsen Thau Lin 
PBS  
 
Government's policy on diesel purchase by sub contractors companies of Petronas and 
Dialog in Pengerang Constituency, particularly in Refinery and Petrochemical Integrated 
Development Project (RAPID) area, since there are a lot of complaints on diesel shortage 
which purchasing priority should be given to fishermen, traders and local residents asked 
of Minister of Domestic Trade, Co-Operative and Consumerism on 27 June by Azalina 
binti Othman UMNO 
 
Other Costs 
State after old TNB meters were changed to new ones, why charges become very high as 
compared to the charges imposed when using the old meters to ask Minister of Energy, 
Green Technology and Water on 25 September by Azalina Othman.UMNO    
          
State when Government will enforce Weights and Measures Act 1972 (Act 71), on water 
meter for individuals and private sectors as now many states have privatized their water 
service. asked of the Minister of Domestic Trade, Co-Operative and Consumerism by 
Fuziah Salleh PKR 
 
State impact of the increase in prices of fertilizer on farmers of our country and prices of 
vegetables. The approach taken by the Government to overcome this problem asked of 
the Minister of Agriculture and Agro-Based Industry on 25 September by Teo Nie Ching 
DAP . 

 
State justification on increase of 500 per cent in service charge by IWK for purpose of 
emptying sludge from 'Pour Flush' tank type and number of users affected according to 
State asked of Minister of Finance on 26 September by Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP 
 
State whether the mechanism for price hike monitoring used currently is effective asked 
of the Minister of Domestic Trade, Co-Operative and Consumerism 22 October.by Rubiah 
binti Wang PBB 
 
State:-(a) function of Consumer Squad; and (b) what is the difference between the Price 
Monitor Volunteers, which was introduced in 2001, and Rakan Pengguna in 2006 with 
this Consumer Squad. asked of the Minister of Domestic Trade, Co-Operative and 
Consumerism on 12 November by Mas Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO  
 

Welfare 
Amount of Welfaret 
State:-(a) whether the Ministry has any plan to increase to a minimum of RM550 per 
month for the welfare aids and increase assistance for children/ single mothers as well as 
current RM100 for each child is inadequate, and (b) whether the Ministry has plans to 
provide welfare assistance to single mothers with children until the children are of 21 
years of age as at the age of 18, many are still schooling asked of Minister of Women, 
Family and Community Development on 29 October by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP 



                    

 
State the number of single mothers registered in Sibu and Sarawak, the allocation 
approved since 2008, and when the Government will implement the Single Mother 
Insurance Scheme, as well as Public Housing Project and Discount Card for single mothers 
as proposed during the 13th General Election asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development on 17 July by by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP 

 
State whether the ministry could revise rate of monthly aid from the Social Welfare 

Department to qualified recipients.This is due to the cost of living which keep on 

increasing from time to time, especially for people in rural areas .asked of Minister of 

Women, Family and Community Development on 2 October  by Norah Abd Rahman PBB 

State efforts taken and its effectiveness in improving the welfare and lives of Penan in 
Sarawak asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 29 
October by Zuraida Kamaruddin  PKR 
 
  



                    

State :-(a) effect or impact of minimum wage on welfare aid approval since Poverty Line 
Income (PLI) is RM760 for Peninsula and minimum wage in Peninsula is RM900; and (b) 
all qualifications or other factors which are taken into account such as number of 
dependent children, age of dependent children and others in the approval of the welfare 
aid application asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community Development on 2 
October by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP 
 
Support for Elderly 
State number of senior citizens at the old folks home nationwide and what has been done 
to take care of the welfare of the elderly as the trend of sending parents to the old folks’ 
home is getting serious in Malaysia asked of Minister of Women, Family and Community 
Development on 23 October by Zuraida Kamaruddin  PKR 
 
State :- (a) number of Old Folks’ Homes in every State ; and  (b) number of Old Folks’ 
Homes in Sibu and plans by the Ministry to tackle the problem of insufficient place for 
senior citizen with no family or guardian asked of Minister of Women, Family and 
Community Development 27 October by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP 
 
State long-term plan by the Government's to help the elderly in rural area which are poor 
and hardcore poor to continue their lives as they do not have ability to work and monthly 
assistance given by Welfare Department is also not enough asked of Minister of  Women, 
Family and Community Development on 3 December by Norah Abd Rahman PBB 
 

Tourism 

State :(a) the Ministry's plan to help to increase and develop Eco-tourism in Sg. Linggi, 
Masjid Tanah since the location has the potential to be developed by attracting foreign 
and local tourists ; and (b) the statistic of tourists response for the time being regarding 
the Eco-tourism asked of the Minister of Tourism and Culture on 24 September by Mas 
Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO 
 
In general, the effort done to develop tourism in Malaysia and Kuantan, in particular  to 
attract more tourists as it was recently announced by the United Nation World Tourism 
Organization (UNWTO) that Malaysia has dropped one rank lower to 10th in tourist 
arrivals and is not in top 10 for international tourist arrivals asked of the Minister of 
Tourism and Culture on 25 September by Fuziah Salleh PAS 
 
State the realistic and serious efforts to promote Pulau Aman as a tourist destination after 
being neglected for a long time and state program or project and the expenses that will be 
provided for it asked of the Minister of Tourism and Culture asked on 30 September by 
Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP 
 
State the plans for the Agricultural Park in Shah Alam, as it has lost popularity among 
Klang Valley community. Whether the Ministry has a plan to hand over the place to the 
Ministry of Tourism or to be privatized so it will be revived into tourist attractions asked 
of the Minister of Agriculture and Agro-Based Industry asked on 2 October by Teresa Sun 
Sim PKR 
 



                    

State the steps taken to promote tourism industry based on nature and culture in Sabah 
asked of the Minister of Tourism and Culture asked on 11 November by Tsen Thau Lin 
PBS 
 
State plans and programmes to be carried out for Visit Malaysia Year 2014 especially in 
Melaka. The efforts to promote Malaysia in the eyes of the world asked of the Minister of 
Tourism and Culture on 19 November by Mas Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO 
 
What steps are taken to attract tourists to Sabah (particularly East Coast) after the 
Operasi Daulat asked of the Minister of Tourism and Culture on 1July by Tsen Thau Lin 
PBS 
 
State plan and efforts made to ensure Eco-Tourism package along Sungai Linggi becomes 
a major tourist attraction in the country.asked of the Minister of Tourism and Culture on 
4 July by Mas Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO 
 
State whether the Ministry can award a grant to improve Songket Industry in Kampung 
Rejang, Tanjong Manis considering that Kampung Rejang is the only place for songket 
industry in Sarawak asked of the Minister of Tourism and Culture on 16 July by Norah 
Abd Rahman PBB 
 
State:-(a) statistics of operators of homestay industry in Sarawak; and (b) efforts to 
promote industry to grow, especially to help boost the economy and rural tourism sector 
asked of the Minister of Tourism and Culture on 20 November by Rubiah Wang PBB 

Community and Business Development 

Community Development 
State the selection criteria for a proposed area to be in the list of Rural Transformation 
Centre (RTC) and whether the Ministry plans to extend the RTC to other potential areas 
such as Parit Sulong Parliamentary constituency asked of Minister of Rural and Regional 
Development on 21 October by Noraini Ahmad UMNO  
 
State construction and implementation of the Urban Transformation Centre-UTC and 
Rural Transformation Centres-RTC at the moment particularly (a) number of UTC and 
RTC built and in operation until now; and (b) services provided in the concept of "multi-
service counter" in UTC and RTC and what are the services will be incorporated in system 
or programme for the benefit of the people asked of Minister of Finance on 3 December 
by Azalina Othman UMNO  
 
State reason allocation of RM4 million to boost rural development is not given in a lump 
sum but in stages as it may affect the development plan in terms of having it implemented 
smoothly and systematically asked of Minister of Rural and Regional Development on 1 
October by Mas Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO 
 
Government's plan in promoting establishment and strengthening of cooperative  as a 
stimulation to venture into potential business in rural areas, and  number of co-operatives 
that has been established since the launching of 1 community 1 co-operative programme 
asked of Minister of Domestic Trade on 27 June by Noraini Ahmad 
 



                    

State what are efforts to promote science and technology in Sabah, and to support 
research in Sabah asked of Minister of Science, Technology and Innovations on 14 
November by Tsen Thau Lin PBS.  
 
Construction status of Batu Pahat market as announced by Prime Minister in Promises 
Fulfilled roadshow early this year asked of Minister of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and 
Local Government on 3 July by Noraini Ahmad  UMNO  
 
State failure of Keramat Mall in becoming a commercial centre despite its strategic 
location and measures taken by Ministry to ensure that it would not become another 
white elephant project asked of Minister of Federal Territories on 9 July by Siti Mariah 
Mahmud PAS.  
 
Infrastructure 
State the steps taken by the Ministry to ensure that basic infrastructure such as 
Government clinics and schools are built in new residential areas asked of Minister of 
Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government on 3 October by Normala Abdul Samad 
UMNO 
 
State whether Ministry has plans to build a Fire and Rescue station in Asajaya district, 
Samarahan Division. Asajaya, as a district, is yet to have a Fire and Rescue station and 
cases of fire are referred to a nearby fire station in Kota Samarahan asked of Minister of 
Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government on 23 October by Rubiah Wang PBB 
 
Business Development 

State measures taken and to be taken by the Ministry to expand the use of local products 

among the people asked of Minister of Domestic Trace, Co-operative and Consumerism on 

26 September by Mas Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO 

State what kind of assistance and support has been given by the Federal Government to 
the oil palm and timber plantation operators in Sabah, in view of the importance of these 
sectors in Sabah, and Malaysia as a whole as of Minister of Plantation Industries and 
Commodities on 22 October by Tsen Thau Lin PBS  
 
State whether JAKIM will enforce its halal certification and Veterinary Department 
(DVS)'s validation of the halal gelatin capsules imported from Taiwan, Korea, China and 
India asked of Prime Minister on 1 October by Norah Abd Rahman PBB 
 
State whether there is plan by Ministry to extend delivery of provisions previously 
enjoyed by fishermen at sea to fishermen inland which is river fishermen in rural areas 
asked of Minister of Agriculture and Agro-Based Industry on 10 July by Rubiah Wang PBB  
 
State whether Ministry intends to build a Fish Collection and Selling centre in Asajaya of 
Minister of Agriculture and Agro-Based Industry on 23 October by Rubiah Wang PBB  
 
State (a) the Ministry's efforts in maintaining the current competitiveness of Malaysia 
made vehicles when faced with the stiff competition from foreign vehicles which are 
getting cheaper if compared; (b) whether AFTA will bring more negative impact the 



                    

national automotive industry asked of Minister of International Trade and Industry asked 
on 25 September by Mas Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO  
 
State in what way the Ministry, under the National Automobile Policy, can ensure that 
business of Bumiputera vendors can continue to sustain so that in the long-term 
transformation of PROTON, the Bumiputera entrepreneurs from many companies 
including prominent corporate entities would continue to be protected Minister of 
International Trade and Industry asked on 3 October by Mas Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO  
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EMPOWER REPORTS ON WOMEN IN MALAYSIA’S PARLIAMENT 
First Session, 13thParliament 

Crime and Criminal Justice 

Malaysians, especially women, feel less safe wherever they are. Women are warned not to 
carry a purse, not to place it on the car seat, not to wear jewelry, not to take a taxi, and not 
to go out after dark. Neighbors and friends share stories of home invasions. Reports of 
shooting at traffic stops or coffee shops have a chilling effect. Consequently, Empower 
was interested what MPs asked about crime. We identified 21 questions about police 
administration and procedures (11 questions), imputed causes of crime (6 questions) and 

the government’s application of law (4 questions). 

Fuziah Salleh (PKR, Kuantan) asked a question that serves as theme for this report. She 
asked the Minister of Home Affairs, “Whether it is true that statistic of various crimes 
kept by PDRM is difficult to be accessed by the public and NGO; and (b) whether it is true 
regarding the allegation saying that difficulty to access statistic are said to have 
hampering the NGO efforts to identify and overcome certain issues?” Her question in 
combination with other MPs questions emphasizes the desire for more information so 
people can decide how well the police are doing and assess for  themselves how safe 
Malaysia is. 
 
Unlike most questions about women’s issues and economic development the MPs asked 
for specific data to assess the government’s crime fighting efforts and the integrity of its 
police force. The MPs who asked questions about crime and criminal justice were 

 Predominately from Peninsular Malaysia (East Malaysian MPs asked 3 of the 21 
questions) 

 Primarily affiliated with PR  
o 4 of the 21 questions were asked by BN MPs 
o Over half (12 questions) were asked by DAP MPs 

 Focused on national issues (2 MPs asked about building a police station, the only 
constituency-related questions asked) 

Police Organization and Practices 
DAP MPs and a PKR MP asked about the organization of the nation’s police (3 questions), 
its professionalism (3 questions), police practices (2 questions) and an appointee’s 
qualifications. The questions demonstrated an effort to focus the Prime Minister and 
Minister of Home Affairs on the capacity of the police to effectively fight crime and earn 
the people’s respect. The MPs asked  

 The number of police assigned to specific departments 



                    

 The number of RELA members in each state, requirements to join, training given, 
size of allowance 

 The number of police charged in court and subject to disciplinary action 

 The criminal and demographic characteristics of persons who died in police 
custody 

 Why proposals for an independent police complaint and misconduct commission 
have been rejected (included in above question) 

 If there were strategies to restore the public’s confidence in the integrity of police 
 If a special forces unit could be created to deal with illegal racing and school 

dropouts who are recruited into gangs1 

Teresa Kok Sun Sim (DAP Seputah) raised additional questions about police practices. 
She asked about: the number of detainees freed after the revocation of the Emergency 
Ordinance, the numbers arrested under Ops Cantas and charged in court; if procedures 
would be adopted to require that parents are present if their child is questioned by the 
police. She also questioned the Prime Minister about his appointment of a PDRM 
Transformation Director with no relevant expertise 

Imputed Causes of Crime 
The MPs asked the Minister of Home Affairs what the government was doing to reduce 

crime. The questions implied that the MPs attribute crime to 

 Firearms (2 questions) and smuggling of firearms 
 Gangsterism 

 Loan sharks 
 Immigrants 
 Repeal of the Emergency Ordinance 

The political coalitions differed in the causes of crime they focused on. One UMNO MP 
asked about immigrants and the repeal of the Emergency Ordinance. DAP, PAS, and DAP 
MPs respectively asked about loan sharks, smuggling of firearms, and gangsterism. Both 
coalitions included a request for data as part of their questions. 

Government’s Application of Law 
The other four crime-related questions criticized how laws are applied. A DAP MP asked 
why two apparently similar cases were handled differently; parties to one case were 
charged with sedition, parties to the other case weren’t. Another DAP MP asked if the 
drivers of two high-end cars would be charged with speeding. An UMNO MP asked why 
the government was slow to charge “national traitors” who showed disrespect to the 
King, the national flag, and the national anthem. A PAS MP asked what the government 

planned to do about illegal gates in public housing areas.2  

Violence Against Women 
The Empower Report on women’s issues3 identified and examined 10 violence against 

                                                                 
1
 This question was directed to the Minister of Youth and Sports. 

2
 This question, which seemed crime-related, it was included in the “housing” portion of Empower Reports on 

Women in Malaysia’s Parliament, First Session,13
th

 Parliament: Economic Development. 
3 Empower Reports on Women in Malaysia’s Parliament, First Session,13

th
 Parliament: Women’s Issues. 

 



                    

women questions. We reexamined them and found two characteristics similar to the 
other crime questions: PR women asked most (70%) of the questions; questions about 
domestic violence and child abuse included a request data. One question, about the 
disposition of Interim Protective Orders and arrests for violators, applied to police 
practices. No questions addressed the causes of the violence. Questions about the 

government’s application of laws addressed 

 How domestic violence cases were resolved and what sentences were given  

 Follow up on report about the abuse of Penan women 
 Actions to assist local women victims of human trafficking.  

Women MPs and Concern for Crime 
Empower is monitoring women’s MPs’ questions to learn what issues they address and 
what information they ask for. During the first session the female MPs paid more 
attention to women’s issues and economic development, but concerns about crime were 
not ignored especially by PR women. As table 1 shows PR women ask more questions 
about the organization and quality of the nation’s police, information on addressing the 
assumed causes of crime, application of the law, and violence against women.  

 

Figure 1: Crime and criminal justice questions by political coalition  

 
This report serves as a beginning point for learning and critiquing how Parliament and 
the Ministers address crime and the quality of Malaysia’s criminal justice. It does not 
indicate how informative a minister’s answers were and how effective any follow up 
questions were. The ministers’ answers and the follow questions are found in the 
Hansard. It may be that PR women joined with the PR men voice concern about problems 
in the criminal justice system. To learn if this is so the report must be expanded to include 
the questions asked by men. To examine the answers in the Hansard4 and the men’s 
questions about crime are beyond Empower’s resources. Others may undertake such 
research and contribute to a public discussion about what the nation is doing to combat 
crime and have an effective police force. 
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 The Hansard is the written record of the Dewan’s proceedings. It is posted daily when the Dewan is in session. 
It is available only in Bahasa Malaysia. 
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Annex I 

Crime and Criminal Justice – 13th Malaysian Parliament 1st Session 
 

Police Administration 
State number of police in the management department, special branch, criminal 
investigation division, internal security and public order department, commercial crimes 
investigation department, narcotics criminal investigation department, logistics 
department and special operations force asked of Minister of Home Affairs on 9 July by 
Teo Nie Ching DAP 

State whether there is a realistic initiative to establish special forces to deal with problem 
of illegal racing in Malaysia, the costs involved to address this problem and to weed out 
school drop-outs who are usually recruited into criminal gangs asked of Minister of Youth 
and Sport on 29 October Kasthuriraani A/P Patto.DAP 
 
State (a) number of RELA members in each state and  requirements to join RELA as well 
as the special training given before they carry out their task; and (b) allowance given to 
RELA members and total amount of allowance given since 2008.asked of Minister of 
Home Affair on 30 September by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng  
 
State the number of police personnel who have been charged in court and are facing 
disciplinary action in 2011, 2012 and 2013. This Ministry's plans to improve quality and 
number of police personnel to fight crimes in years to come. asked of Minister of Home 
Affairs sked on 11 November by Teresa Kok Sun Sim DAP 
 
State reasonable and convincing explanation to restore integrity of the Police in view of 
people's perception that there are elements of abuse of power that is linked to certain 
politicians and police officers with activities from triad organisations asked of Minister of 
Home Affairs on 26 September by Fuziah Salleh PKR  
 
State the crime statistics, number of custodial death based on date, race, age and state 

while in police detention, the Immigration Department of Malaysia and MACC from 2000 

to the present, and the reason the establishment of Independent Police Complaints and 

Misconduct Commission is rejected since 2005 asked of Prime Minister on 26 June by 

Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP 

State the number of detainees released since the revocation of  the Emergency Ordinance. 
The number of people arrested under Ops Cantas and the number charged in court since 
their arrest  asked on 21 October  by Teresa Kok Sun Sim DAP 
 



                    

State qualifications of Eugene Teh as director of PDRM's Transformation Director. The 
reason for the Government to appoint a person with no expertise in the field of justice 
and criminal management systems to lead this transformation programme asked of 
Prime Minister on 6 November by Teresa Kok Sun Sim DAP 
 
State whether Ministry intends to amend law which introduced procedure in which the 
parents are required to be with their children while being interrogated by police so that it 
is in line with the Convention of Rights of Children asked on 28 October by Teresa Kok 
Sun Sim DAP 
 
Whether Ministry could build a police station and provide some security personnel 

(police) at Kampung Penipah, Pulau Bruit to provide security for six villages in north-

south Pulau Bruit, which is size of Singapore and has a population of 10,000  asked of 

Minister of Home Affairs on 23 September by Norah Abd Rahman PBB 

State the cost of the construction of Bukit Permai Police Beat Base, the completion date, 
and why it is still not being used until now. When will it be used asked of Minister of 
Home Affairs on 16 July by Teo Nie Ching DAP 
 
Inputed Causes of Crime 
State crime statistics in country from 2000 to 2013. What is the Government's measur es 
to overcome the firearms crimes which is getting serious in our country and the efforts to 
overcome the smuggling of firearms into our country asked of Minister of Home Affairs 
on 30 September by Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff PAS  
 
State (a) whether it is true that statistic of various crimes kept by PDRM is difficult to be 
accessed by the public and NGO; and (b) whether it is true regarding the allegation saying 
that difficulty to access statistic are said to have hampering the NGO efforts to identify 
and overcome certain issues asked of Minister of Home Affairs on 30 September  by 
Fuziah Salleh PKR 
 
State the list of gangster groups whose operations are based in Kuala Lumpur, in the 
breakdown according to constituencies. What are the steps taken to curb gangsterism 
asked of Minister of Home Affairs on 2 October by Nurul Izzah Anwar PKR 
 
State statistics of criminal cases over the past three years involving immigrants or 
foreigners in the country, particularly in urban areas with high population density and 
the measures that have been, being and will be taken to reduce crime rates asked of 
Minister of Home Affairs on 2 July by Noranini Ahmad UMNO   
 
Effect due to repeal of Restricted Residence Ordinance (EO) and the main factors causing 
the widespread of murder cases involving the use of firearms as well as serious crime 
cases involving firearms and loss of life lately. The approach taken to tackle this problem 
as the short-term and long-term solution asked of Minister of Home Affairs on 24 
September by Noranini Ahmad UMNO 
 
State why number of premises of illegal moneylenders or loan shark is still active, and the 
initiative as well as fine imposed on such criminals, who are no longer afraid of the police 
asked of Minister of Home Affairs on 30 October by Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP   



                    

 
Specific Cases 
Why Harris Ibrahim, Chua Tian Chang and Tamrin Ghafar are charged in court under the 
Sedition Act for discussing 13 May 1969 issue, while Government allows film "Tanda 
Putera" which distort historical facts to be shown in all cinemas in Malaysia. Why 
Ministry is applying "double standards" on this issue asked of Minister of Home Affairs on 
26 June by Teresa Kok Sun Sim DAP 
 
State action taken against driver of Maserati GranTurismo and Ferrari cars where their 
pictures caught speeding at speeds of 268 km/h and 243 km/h by AES cameras and 
whether they will be charged under section 43 of the Road Traffic Act asked of Minister of 
Transport on 2 July Teo Nie Ching DAP .  

 
Respect for Law 
Ministry's plan for tackling the breach of laws and regulations as the construction of 
illegal gates has become more common in many public housing areas due to the 
increasing crime rate asked of the Minister of Urban Wellbeing on 17 July by Siti Mar iah 
Mahmud PAS 
 
Reason the Government took a long time in taking action on national traitors who 
condemned King, and showed no respect to national flag and national anthem asked of 
Minister of Home Affairs on 25 September by Normala Abdul Samad UMNO  
 
 
 

 

 



	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  

	  

EMPOWER REPORTS ON WOMEN IN MALAYSIA’S PARLIAMENT 
First Session, 13thParliament 

Environment  

Pollution from a Lynas plant, deforestration, floods, and haze were among Malaysia’s environmental 
challenges in 2013. Among the 22 environment questions1 asked by women MPs, we identified one 
about toxic wastes (an issue associated with Lynas), two about flash floods and flood mitigation, and 
one about haze. (The questions are reported in Annex 1.) The questions were directed to the Prime 
Minister and eight ministries:  

• Prime Minister (1 question) 
• Minister of Natural Resources and the Environment (7 questions) 
• Minister of Energy, Green Technology and Water (5 questions) 
• Minister of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government (3 questions) 
• Minister of Federal Territories (2 questions) 
• Minister of Domestic Trade, Co-operative, and Consumerism (1 question) 
• Minister of International Trade and Industry (1 question) 
• Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation (1 question) 
• Minister of Plantation Industries and Commodities (1 question) 

Energy  
Mas Emieyati Samsudian (UMNO Masjid Tanah) was tenacious and asked about status of the national 
energy efficiency policies. She asked for status updates in June, November, and December. In 
December she pointed out that in response to her first question she was told that a policy would be 
presented at the end of the third quarter of 2013! Other questions asked about  
 

• Steps to address interruptions in electric services,  
• Use of palm oil as an alternative to petrol, gas and diesel 
• Tapping renewable energy resources 
• Incentives for solar energy to companies and consequences for companies that do not 

complete projects 
• Status of Environmental Impact Assessment of a petrochemical company and informing 

ministry of its appointment of an environmental consultant 
• Amount of petroleum and gas extracted from waters around Kelantan.  

Rivers and Floods 
Questions about rivers and floods concentrated on local concerns: flash floods in Kuala Lumpur and 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  We	  included	  energy	  questions	  in	  this	  report,	  because	  energy	  policies	  directly	  impact	  the	  environment.	  	  There	  
were	  7	  energy-‐related	  questions,	  so	  separate	  analysis	  seemed	  unnecessary.	  Two	  questions	  on	  alternative	  
energy	  resources	  were	  also	  included	  in	  the	  “Cost	  of	  Living”	  portion	  of	  the	  Report	  on	  Economic	  Development.	  



	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  

	  

flood mitigation in Rantau Panjang, pollution of the Klang River and river maintence in Kota 
Samarahan.  Each question asked about progress in undertaking the required actions. Another MP 
asked if the government planned to adopt more severe penalties for river polluters.  

Solid Wastes 
Two MPs asked about capacity and long-term plans for managing the country’s solid wastes. Fuziah 
Sallah (PKR Kuantan) asked separate questions about: the location of the facility to dispose toxic 
wastes, actions to increase recycling and to ban the use of plastic bags. 

Air Quality 
One MP asked about long-term plans to resolve the haze problem. Another asked the Minister of 
Natural Resources and the environment if he was aware of the problem with iron ore dust and if so, 
what measures were being taken. 

Improving Malaysia’s Environment 
Two MPs asked about actions to improve Malaysia’s environment; one is a “carrot,” the other a 
“stick.” The carrot action is using incentives to eco-friendly factories, and the stick action is to amend 
the Environmental Quality Act to reduce the size of agricultural areas that must submit an 
Environmental Impact Assessment.  

 
Who asked environmental questions? Two East Malaysia MPs asked a question about energy; the East 
Malaysia MPs asked no other environmental questions. Five questions concerned the MP’s 
constuency: four were asked about rivers and floods, and one was about a petrochemical company. As 
Figure 1 shows  
BN and PR women differed in the issues they addressed. BN asked most of the energy questions and 
PR women, particular PKR women, asked most of the other environmental issues. 



	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  

	  

 

Figue 1: Environment issues by political party coalition 
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Annex I 
Environment – 13th Malaysian Parliament 1st Session 

 
Improving Malaysia’s Environment 
State incentives given by Government to manufacturers who practice eco-friendly activities and ensuring that 
environment is not polluted in running of their factory asked of Minister of International Trade and Industry on 
23 September by Zaraida Kamaruddin PRK 
 
State whether Government is ready to amend Section 34A of the Environmental Quality Act to reduce size of 
agricultural area requiring Environmental Impact Assessment from the original size of 500 hectares and above to 
a lesser number of acreage in order to minimize damage to the environment asked of Minister of Natural 
Resources and Environment  on 19 November by Fuziah Salleh PKR  
 
Energy 
State (a) status of a national energy efficiency policy initiatives announced by the Ministry; and (b) energy-
saving targets set and the time it will be achieved in each, the short-term, medium and long term asked of the 
Minister of Energy, Green Technology and Water on 26 June by by Mas Ermieyati Samsudin UMNO  
 
State status of energy efficiency initiatives implemented during the Economic Transformation Program (ETP) 
launched in 2011 asked of Minister of Energy, Green Technology and Water on 6 November by Mas Ermieyati 
Samsudin UMNO  
 
State the status of the National Energy Efficiency Action Plan which is being updated. In relation to answer 
given during the parliamentary sitting in June 2013, it would be presented to Cabinet at the end of third quarter 
of 2013 asked of Minister of Energy, Green Technology and Water on 2 December by Mas Ermieyati Samsudin 
UMNO  
 
State (a) what steps are taken to ensure that interruption of electricity supply which happened frequently in 
recent weeks is minimised; and (b) in view of high price of fossil fuels, what steps are taken to tap renewable 
energy, such as solar energy in Malaysia asked of Minister of Energy, Green Technology and Water on 16 July 
by Tsen Thau Lin PBS (also reported in Economic Development Report – Cost of Living) 
 
State in view of the increasing price of petrol, to what extent is the success in terms of usage and effectiveness 
of palm oil, either new or used, as a substitute and alternative to petrol, diesel and gas asked of Minister of 
Plantation Industries and Commodities on 22 October by Norah Abd Rahman PBB (also reported in Economic 
Development Report – Cost of Living) 
 
State amount of petroleum and gas extracted outside the waters of Kelantan and around the area since 1990 until 
2013 according to the amount of oil and gas that have and currently operating asked of Prime Minister on 30 
September by Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff PAS 
 
State Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) status on Kuo Kuang Petrochemical Malaysia Sdn. Bhd which 
plans to invest in Pengerang RAPID Project. Whether appointment of Daya Eco Techno as environmental 
consultant for company is done with knowledge of Dept of Environment asked of Minister of Natural Resources 
and Environment on 11 July by Azalina Othman UMNO  
 
State number of company that managed to get incentive quota for solar energy from SEDA to carry out their 
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projects. The steps taken by SEDA against companies that do not carry out project, and when SEDA will 
provide new guidelines for incentive quota for solar energy asked of Minister of Energy, Green Technology and 
Water on 8 July by Teresa Kok Sun Sim DAP  
 
Rivers 
State what has been implemented since the commencement of River of Life until now. The problems faced by 
the Government in executing it and whether the government wants to slow down or stop the project asked of 
Minister of Federal Territories on 26 September by Teresa Kok Sun Sim DAP  
 
State whether the Government proposes to increase more severe penalties for those found guilty of polluting the 
river asked of Minister of Natural Resources and Environment on 26 September by Zaraida Kamaruddin PKR 

State the statistic of river maintenance programme conducted in Kota Samarahan parliamentary constituency in 
the period of 2011-2013 asked of Minister of Natural Resources and Environment on 14 November by Rubiah 
Wang  PBB  
 
State the long delay of Sungai Golok Flood Mitigation project in Rantau Panjang has led to huge losses due to 
floods while on the other hand, Thai government has completed its mitigation project. The consequence is that 
the flood water would overflow through our country’s border and that affects the operation of our Government 
agencies, local businesses and agricultural activities. When will the project commence asked of Minister of 
Natural Resources and Environment on 3 October and 4 December by Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff  PAS  
 
State (a) detailed steps to be taken by Kuala Lumpur City Hall (DBKL) to overcome flash flood problem, 
mudslides and landslides such as in Bukit Gasing; and (b) preparedness of DBKL to create flash flood damages 
fund to help ease burden of the citizen especially the lower income group asked of Minister of Federal 
Territories on 11 July by Nurul Izzah Anwar PKR 
 
Solid Waste 
State (a) average capacity of waste produced by Malaysians in rural and urban areas every day; and (b) whether 
the Ministry has plans to upgrade the solid waste management system other than the Thermal Treatment Plant 
method, which is very costly asked of Minister of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government on 26 June 
by Zaraida Kamarudin PRK   
 
State long-term plan to manage solid waste in our country as of Minister of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and 
Local Government on 28 October by Siti Mariah Mahmud PAS 

Whether the location for "Permanent Disposal Facility "(PDF) has been identified for disposing toxic wastes 
asked of the Minister of Science, Technology and Innovation on 18 July by Fuziah Sallah PKR  
 
State the steps to be taken to increase the recycling rate among households to at least 22 percent by 2020 as 
targeted by the Ministry of Urban Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government asked of the Minister of Urban 
Wellbeing, Housing and Local Government on 2 October by Fuziah Salleh PKR  
 
State measures taken by Government to ban use of plastic bag more strictly and will not only apply on certain 
days in order to empower process of environment conservation in Malaysia asked of Minister of Domestic 
Trade, Co-Operative and Consumerism on 26 November by Fuziah Salleh PKR  
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Air 
State long-term plan to tackle haze problem that frequently experienced by country asked of Minister of Natural 
Resources and Environment on 12 November by Azalina Othman UMNO. 
 
State (a) whether the Minister is aware of the pollution from the dust of iron ore tailings all the way from iron 
ore mines to the port; and (b) if so, the measures taken by the Ministry to control pollution from dust of iron ore 
tailings so that it will not harm the environment and humans asked of Minister of Natural Resources and 
Environment on 15 July by Fuziah Salleh PKR 
  
 
 
 
 
 
!



	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  

	  

EMPOWER REPORTS ON WOMEN IN MALAYSIA’S PARLIAMENT 
First Session, 13th Parliament 

Hospital, Clinics, and Health Care 
 
Concerns about health issues take a back seek as the government seeks to grow the economy and 
educate its next generation. The 23 women MPs pinpointed issues needing attention. They asked 26 
questions about: hospital and clinic construction (5 questions), adequacy of facilities and staff (11 
questions); diseases and other health issues (5 questions); patient services (3 questions); and 
regulation (1 question).  Half the questions focused on matters	  in	  a	  MP’s	  constituency;	  most	  (10	  
questions,	  77%)	  were	  asked	  by	  East	  Malaysia	  MPs.	  
 

	  

        Figure 1: Constituent –focused and general questions about health issues and services 

The Peninsula MPs asked for hospitals and the East Malaysia MPs asked for clinics. Kasthuriraani A/P Patto 
(DAP Batu Kawan) expanded her question about replacement hospitals (one in Penang and one in Sarawak) to 
ask“the number of physicians, facilities, new equipment and amount of compensation” in six Penang hospitals. 

The MPs’ questions about the adequacy of facilities and services had three themes: the adequacy of services to 
the Orang Asli, rural areas, and residents of Sabah (4 questions); the quality and professionalization of medical 
staff (3 questions); the balance between the supply of physicians and the demand for physicians. The Minister of 
Works was asked to explain the ceiling collapse at Serdang Hospital and measures taken to prevent a 
reoccurrence. MPs asked about deaths due to hospital negligence and the attitude and behavior of medical staff. 
Noraini Ahmad (UMNO Parit Sulong) recommended paramedical training for ambulance and emergency 
services personnel. MPs asked the ratio between the number of tertiary institutions offering medical courses and 
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the population, whether there are enough training hospitals to meet demand, and steps taken to solve the doctor 
shortage in Sarawak without resorting to inexperienced physicians. 

Five remaining questions addressed national health problems and needs 

• Providing free pneumonia vaccine to children 
• Addressing the growing problem of mental stress 
• Addressing the problem of obesity 
• Monitoring the sale of medicines on line 
• Justifying RM40 charge for  doctor’s report for applications for government benefits 
The four remaining questions pertained to Sabah or Sarawak: kidney disease, leptospirosis, dengue, and an 
antibiotic resistant “Superbug.” 
 
We mentioned the prevalence of questions focused on the MPs’ constituents and on East Malaysia. As 
figure 2 shows BN and PR MPs focused on different issues. BN women asked all the questions about 
disease and regulations and PR women asked all the questions about patient services. Seventy-five percent 
of the BN adequacy questions were asked by East Malaysian about constituency concerns; whereas, only 29 
percent of the PR questions were about constituency issues. PR women were more likely to press the 
Minister of Health for the number of specialists, patients, complaints, tertiary medical courses, and training 
hospitals. 
 

 
 
Overall the women MPs raised questions about the quality of Malaysian’s health care. They identified 
concerns, especially in East Malaysia. Whether the MPs focused on constituency issues or national issues 
their questions identified needs to have a medical system that responds to the nation’s health needs. 
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Annex I 
Hospitals, Clinics, and Health Care– 13th Malaysian Parliament 1st Session 

 
Construction of Hospitals and Clinic 
State the plan to build a new hospital to replace the Sungai Bakap Hospital and the number of medical specialist, 
specialization and facilities in Sungai Bakap Hospital, Seberang Jaya Hospital, Balik Pulau Hospital, Bukit 
Mertajam Hospital, Kepala Batas Hospital and Pulau Pinang Hospital asked of Minister of Health on 1 July by 
Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP  
 
Renovation and rental cost for temporary settlements of Lawas Hospital and date expected for construction of 
new hospital to complete, number of physicians, facilities and new equipments that will be installed as well as 
amount of compensation paid by Ministry for negligence cases of hospital from 2000 until now asked of 
Minister of Health on 11 July by Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP 
 
When a hospital in Pasir Gudang will be built asked of Minister of Health on 23 September by Normala Abdul 
Samad UMNO 
 
Whether Ministry will approve the budget for a Mini Hospital in Bandar Baru Tanjung Manis as the 50 acres of 
land is provided by the Sarawak State Government and that Bandar Baru Tanjung Manis is a centre of economic 
growth asked asked of Minister of Health on 23 September by Norah Abd Rahman  PBS  
 
State whether the Ministry can build 1Malaysia Clinics with certified clinic staffs at Kampung Penipah, Pulau 
Bruit, Mukah Division, Sarawak to provide health facilities to the people of the six villages there asked of 
Minister of Health 3 October by Norah Abd Rahman  PBS  
 
Adequacy of Facilities and Staff 
State the reasons for ceiling collapse at Serdang Hospital which has occurred three times since 2011, and the 
measures taken to prevent it from recurring asked on 20 November asked on Minister of Works by Teo Nie 
Ching DAP.  
 
State (a) whether facilities and human resources in government clinics in rural areas are sufficient and meet 
criteria of proper medical standards and (b) plans by the Ministry to improve medical facilities and health clinics 
in Asajaya and Kota Samarahan asked asked of Minister of Health 26 September by Rubiah Wang PBB  
 
State the inadequate logistics in the Orang Asli area District Hospital and the facilities for healthcare service for 
the remote areas such as the Orang Asli area asked of Minister of Health on 17 July by Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff 
PAS 
 
State the number of patients treated at each 1Malaysia clinics and polyclinic in Sibu since 2008, the steps taken 
by the Government to upgrade the polyclinic in Sibu, and whether the Government intends to post doctor 
/pharmacist at 1Malaysia clinics asked of Minister of Health on 16 July by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP 
 
State the number of complaints received since 2008 regarding the attitude and manner of the hospital staff, and 
the measures taken to ensure that the right and satisfactory attitude and manner are practiced by the medical 
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officers, nurses and other officers of the hospitals and polyclinics asked of Minister of Health on 26 September 
by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng  DAP  
 
State Government's efforts to raise level of professionalism of ambulance and emergency services in the country 
such as trained paramedics to be on par with quality of services given in developed countries asked of Minister 
of Health on 4 July by Noranini Ahmad UMNO 
 
State whether Ministry could provide more dialysis machine in Sarikei Hospital since many people need to use 
it asked of Minister of Health on 12 November by Norah Abd Rahman  PBS  
 
State measures taken by Ministry to solve shortage of doctors in Sarawak where ratio of a physician is to 3,500 
population (1:3500) compared to 1 doctor for 700 people (1:700) in Peninsular, other than inexperienced doctors 
because they are still in housemanship asked of Minister of Health on 24 September by Norah Abd Rahman  
PBS  
State the fatal cases at the Government hospitals caused by the hospital negligence from 2000 until 2013 and 
efforts to improve the hospital asked of Minister of Health 28 October by Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP 
 
State number of universities/ colleges that offer medical courses compared with the total population of 
Malaysia. State the ratio of number of universities/ medical colleges compared with the total population of UK, 
Canada and Australia, and the Ministry's plan to establish a balance between the population and doctors in 
Malaysia asked of Minister of Education on 29 October by Teresa Kok Sun Sim DAP 
 
State whether the number of training hospital in our country is enough to accommodate increase in medical 
asked of Minister of Health 29 October by Teresa Kok Sun Sim DAP 
 
Patient Services 
Number of kidney patients who have registered with Government in Sibu and in Sarawak, what is Government's 
plan for improving the dialysis service in the hospitals in Sibu and Sarawak in view of increasing number of 
patients and high cost asked of Minister of Health on 1 July by Alice Lau Kiong Yieng DAP 
 
State whether Ministry of Health will provide free Pneumonia Vaccine to children asked of Minister of Health 
on 11 July by Teo Nie Ching  DAP  
 
State the reason RM40 is charged upon request for a doctor's report for application of EPF, SOCSO or JKM as it 
is clearly a burden to people and where money collected is kept asked of Minister of Health on 25 September by 
Kasthuriraani A/P Patto DAP  
 
Diseases 
State follow up action to address problem of rat urine virus infection or leptospirosis that resulting in 14 deaths 
in Sarawak. From the RM3.2 million allocation for the Vector Control Programme, how much is the budget 
required to tackle this problem in Sarawak asked asked of Minister of Health on 24 September Norah Abd 
Rahman  PBS 
 
State Ministry's actions to tackle dengue cases in Sibu which increased rapidly from 33 cases to 124 cases and 
the total dengue cases in Sarawak, that is 962 cases compared to 736 cases for the same period last year asked of 
Minister of Health 28 October by Norah Abd Rahman  PBS  
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State whether SOP for the usage of Antibiotic Carbapenemakan be revised as there has been 2 deaths due to 
infection of 'super bugs' Carbapenem-Resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE), positive cases in Sibu due to 
overdose or unsuitability of the antibiotic asked of Minister of Health on 25 September by Norah Abd Rahman  
PBS  
 
State that number of people who suffer from mental stress is now increased to nearly half a million people. 
Ministry's policy in carrying out research and to identify the causes of this symptom; and the approaches and 
measures to address this problem in short and long term asked of Minister of Health Asked 1 October by Azalina 
Othman UMNO  
 
State result of strategies and campaigns made by Ministry to overcome obesity problem in our country since 
Malaysia is listed as top country in obesity problem in Southeast Asia asked of Minister of Health on 18 
November by Noranini Ahmad UMNO 
 
Regulation 
Quality How Ministry monitors sale of medicines online as there have been reports of companies selling drugs 
such as anabolic steroids directly to Internet users asked of Minister of Health on 26 June by Noranini Ahmad 
UMNO 
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